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The need for a regional center to bridge the gap between
existing sources of technology and State and local govern-
ment as users of technology is exposed.
A Regional Center for Utilization & Transfer of Tech-
nology is described and a demonstration project proposed.
In support of the parent objective, questionnaires were
sent out and interviews were held with city managers through-
out the State of California. From the results, three aspects
of the concept were explored in depth: (1) a description of
the market for technology transfer (TT) to local govern-
ment; (2) organization for TT; (3) the measurement of
effectiveness
.
Other areas covered include: barriers to TT; a survey
of existing TT organizations; models of the TT process; a
synopsis of Department of Defense policy on TT; and high
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INTRODUCTION
Technology refers to the systematic application of
scientific, engineering, administrative, and other bodies of
knowledge to the accomplishment of practical tasks and prob-
lem solving. This includes ways to detect illness, harvest
cotton, wage war, supervise people, control crime, analyze
problems, allocate resources, repair streets and transport
people. Technological advance induces fundamental and
persistant change.
Technology transfer extracts applications from an expand-
ing state of knowledge to produce activities and commodities
previously unattained or undiscovered. Existing knowledge,
capabilities and access to facilities are transferred to
fulfill actual or potential public or private needs.
The transfer process has been practiced informally for
ages but is slow to expand and improve. It has not kept up
with the knowledge explosion. Now there is interest in study
and improvement of the transfer process, formalizing it as a
servant of our needs. It may be encountered under several
names, technology transfer, technology utilization, technology
exchange, technology redistribution and information dif-
fusion. There are also a variety of definitions. If
practiced for its own sake, technology transfer becomes
wasteful and oppressive; but if employed properly to satisfy
human needs and improve productivity, it may help to meet




We believe that greater use of technology will depend
largely upon the demand created for it "by state and
local governments through better identification and
communication of needs to potential suppliers, a more
aggressive search for existing technologies and the
appropriation of funds explicitly for technology
screening, experimentation and implementation (Committee
for Economic Development, 1976, p. 20).
This statement from a report on productivity improvement
shows concern that parallels the direction of this thesis
and stimulates the proposal for establishment of Regional
Centers for Utilization and Transfer of Technology.
The prime objectives of this thesis are to:
1
.
Provide an initial description of the proposed Center.
2. Describe its possible functions and the way it might
serve both the technology generating and using
communities.
3. Indicate how it would relate to and integrate with
other organizations having technology transfer
programs
.
4. Show how it might be supported and have its effec-
tiveness measured.
This thesis proceeds in a somewhat unorthodox manner in
that the introduction will be followed by a description of
the proposed Center, its activities and functions. Chapters
which follow are then devoted to the treatment of materials
which stem from pursuing the established objectives and which
support the authors' views on the establishment of the
Center, and the Center's mission.
Chapter II describes past and current technology transfer
efforts as a part of strategy formulation to guide future
endeavors. The transfer efforts are characterized by what
has been done, types of organizations and resources involved,
11

alternatives, and factors in the transfer environment that
affect the process. Assessment of strength and weakness in
current efforts provides perspective for the creation of
regional transfer centers.
Chapter III presents the areas for research in techno-
logy transfer to local government. A review and assessment
of the literature is provided to highlight current technology
transfer efforts. The need for local government input was
apparent; therefore, a questionnaire was mailed to city
managers and interviews were conducted. The development of
these testing instruments and the data analysis techniques
are discussed.
Chapter IV describes the market for technology transfer
to State and local government. Both the supply (source
characteristics) and the demand (user needs) are explored
with the intention of determining how best to link source
and user through the Regional Center operation.
Chapter V gives background material and an assessment of
the most pertinent literature on organization for technology
transfer. A case for regional design is presented and the
questionnaire responses on operations and cost sharing are
analyzed. A demonstration project is proposed and the annual
operating expenses are estimated.
Chapter VI addresses the evaluation of effectiveness with
provisions for measurement, control and improvement of the
Center's internal operations, and for justification to an
12

outside world of clients and sponsors based on effectiveness,




DESCRIPTION OF A REGIONAL CENTER FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
A technology transfer center would serve as a clearing-
house and linker between sources of technology and users of
technology. The Center 1 s objective would be to make produc-
tivity improvements by wide spread use of cost-effective
technology applications to State and local governments. The
network, coordination and facilities that serve this purpose
will be a resource to State and local government, an outlet
for R&D and multilateral exchange for all participants. A
pilot project is proposed which would concentrate its effort
toward the State of California, with the long term objective
of serving a larger region.
The initial sources of technology would be the Federal
laboratories (through the mechanism of the Federal Laboratory
Consortium and the existing networks of technology transfer
organizations such as Public Technology Incorporated (PTI),
the National Center for Productivity and Quality of Working
Life, professional groups, and data exchange services.
Ultimately the source base would broaden to include univer-
sities and industry.
State and regional innovation groups have recently proven
their effectiveness and will be a primary vehicle to facili-
tate the Center's work with individual cities by aggregating
demands. It is proposed that the Regional Center be formed
as an adjunct to the very active California Innovation Group
14

and be located at Monterey, California, in facilities pro-
vided by the Naval Postgraduate School.
OPERATIONAL OBJECTIVES




To serve as a focal point for innovative solutions to
local, state and regional technical problems that are deliver-
able, affordable, workable and acceptable.
2. To join users, developers and sources of technology
into a multilateral interdisciplinary network with mutually
supporting benefits.
3. To coordinate, conduct or activate adaptive research
and development to modify products and procedures from
current general technology to specific needs of local and
state governments.
4. To provide a focal point and organizational network
to:
a. Create integrated and perceptable market demands
through aggregation of regional and national product demands
from local government and attract responsive industrial
suppliers.
b. Provide opportunities for local governments to




c. Provide a resource and a forum for regional
cooperation on assessments of technology implications and
resolution of conflicts.
d. Ensure that regional views and needs are consi-
dered in Federal policies, programs and operations.




Advise technology users of the mechanisms and
procedures for gaining access to R&D technology sources and
facilities. Help to simplify the process and provide an
outlet for Federal R&D.
5. To sustain the Center through cooperative funding on
the basis of an independent non-profit corporation with size
and growth justified by favorable benefits produced for
cost incurred.
a. Increase the effectiveness and efficiency of
public service delivery systems and industrial production
systems.
b. Improve national productivity by reducing the
barriers to use of the best available technology and encour-
age its widespread use.
ORGANIZATIONAL PARAMETERS
As a consequence of the iterative process of investi-
gating the technology transfer process and searching for an
optimum organization, numerous characteristics or
16

requirements "came to light." These characteristics are
listed below without any ranking or order of priority:
Center on neutral ground in good geographic location.
Involve citizen volunteers and utilize their expertise.
Catalog the local talent and stress their involvement.
Center should have in-house expertise in the behavioral
sciences.
Utilize personnel exchanges (Civil Service Commission
agreements and Intergovernmental Assignment Program)
.
Utilize established communication channels and techno-
logy transfer organizations.
Flexible, interdisciplinary staffing, not mission specific
Contingency approach with teams or task groups.
Real-time needs identification.
Technology identification, abstracting and summarizing.
Matching technology and its supplier to a user with
a need.




Build "pull market" image.





Follow Federal program changes.
Internal communication and coordination.
17

Focus on goals to meet objectives.
Integrating personnel such as project manager or team
leader.
Develop contingency plans.
Regional board of directors.
Non-profit status.
Possible association with a graduate school.
RECOMMENDED ORGANIZATION
The Regional Center is envisioned as a non-profit corpor-
ation with a board of directors representing the regional
viewpoint, yet with a national perspective. A suggested
board would have equal representation of both the users and
the suppliers of technology; such as the International City
Management Association, and the Federal Laboratory Consortium
on Technology Transfer, respectively.
The operating organization should stress flexibility and
a team approach to major project solving. A minimum size or
critical mass is necessary to optimize productivity. It is
estimated that approximately twenty-three transfer agents in
five departments, headed by a regional center director will
be needed. The organizational design is based upon the
objectives previously stated and is diagramed in figure 1.
This streamlined approach of a director and five departments
is a conscious effort for short lines of communication with

















Figure 1. PROPOSED ORGANIZATION CHART
FOR THE REGIONAL CENTER
1Q

The objectives listed previously provide the guidelines




The director is responsible for the overall effi-
ciency and effectiveness of the Center. He is a member of
the board of directors and provides high level visibility.
2. Local Agent Coordinator
The local agent coordinators department is the
focal point as linker between users and suppliers and the
functions are as follows:
Provide Primary Linking Role
Serve as Home Base for Local Field Agents
Apply Output From the Four Support Departments
Maintain Measurement of Effectiveness Program
Monitor External Funding & Internal Expenditures
Coordinate With Existing Network of Other Technology
Transfer Organizations
3. Technology Assessment
The functions of this department are:
Planning
Impact and Implications Studies
Trends and Forecasts Predicting





The technology utilization department's functions
Adaptive Engineering
Organize Multi-Disciplined Teams
Coordinate the Intergovemment Personnel Act and
Technical Assistance Program
Monitor Contracts to Industry and Federal Labs
Follow-up to Ensure Workability and Acceptability
Coordinate a Graduate Education Program
5. Regional Needs Coordinator
This department has the responsibility of keeping
the Center personnel aware of the needs of the market place
and its functions include:
Regional Needs Identification and Coordination
Market Aggregation
Cost Sharing and Risk Sharing Agreements




6. Technology Identification And Resource
The fifth department's functions are essentially in
the area of marketing and include:
21

Response to New Inquiries
Advertising, Marketing, Public Relations
Abstracting
Data Bank Searches
Keeping the Center Advised of State-of-the-Art of
Technology and Its Transfer
Newsletter Publication
In-House Record Keeping (Corporate Memory)
RECOMMENDED FORM OF OPERATIONS
The technology transfer activity will be accomplished
through a combination of local (field) agents, multidisci-
plined teams operating at the Center and existing networks
for technology transfer.
1 . Local Agent Operations
The local agent operation is illustrated in figure 2
showing the agent as a linker between the sources of tech-
nology and the users. He works primarily through person-to-
person contact and he coordinates with other fellow agents
and other technology transfer organizations.
The agent's work (successes and failures) is fed into
the corporate memory at the Center. This knowledge is shared
by all agents so that common problems are attached in a

























Figure 2. SCHEMATIC OF LOCAL AGENT OPERATION
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The Regional Center serves as home-base for the
agents; they shall return there for debriefing following a
"live-in" tour at the client cities.
2. In-House Team Operations
The Center serves as a headquarters for analyses and
prototype adaptive engineering. Interdisciplinary teams will
be formed for this purpose. These teams will possibly have
personnel from the user organization, industry, universities,
Federal laboratories, and the Center. This provides the
needed expert inputs and communication, plus transfers impor-
tant training and knowledge to user personnel and facilitates
proper implementation back at the user environment.
Actual full scale adaptive engineering and/or
production is done through Center/user cost sharing contracts
with industry or possibly Federal laboratories.
In addition to the coordinating role, the Center
assists with market aggregation and cost and risk sharing
between several users; e.g., very large group employee
benefit programs, or bulk buys on equipment.
A significant portion of the in-house team members
are "on-loan" from various Federal and State agencies. This
temporary talent exchange might be accomplished through the
use of the Intergovernmental Personnel Act (IPA) of 1970
(P.L. 91-648).




The model we proposed would consist of a small core of
permanent staff supplemented by rotating members
(representing both developers and users; drawn from
other Federal agencies and limited to one or two years*
service, thus, maintaining a dynamic posture. It was
our view that rotating members returning to their
respective agencies after exposure to the team experi-
ence would have a leavening influence to foster
greater interest, understanding, and motivation in
their agencies. (Fundingsland, 1976, p. 5.
3. Use Of Existing Networks
Full use should be made of existing networks for
technology transfer (Linsteadt, 1976) (Delabarre, 1976)
(Reiss, 1976). Different networks already have lines of
communication and rapport established with various segments
of the supplier community and the user community. The
Regional Center should make every effort to avail itself of
this resource of networks. Included are the networks pro-
vided by the professional associations. In fact, Bingham
suggests that professional associations be federally funded
for the purpose of promoting process innovation. He states
that they might offer the most effective and low-cost method
of stimulating the adoption of technological innovation by
local government (Bingham, p. 14).
The current research shows that extremely valuable
and productive networks are provided by the Innovation Groups
that are recently emerging as prime movers for technology
transfer. Examples of Innovation Groups studied are the
California Innovation Group and the New England Innovation
Group. These non-profit corporations work closely with local
governments to establish a receptive environment for the
25

transfer of technology; i.e., they provide the "foot in the
door" so vital to the development of a pull market for the
Regional Center. The Innovation Group method of operation
is almost a self-help style; consequently, the participating
cities are very much involved and enthusiastic about the
program. Word of the success of this transfer process is
spreading and more intrastate and interstate innovation
groups are forming.
Numerous other networks could be utilized by the
Regional Center. These include organizations that work with-
in the local business community. For example within the
Los Angeles area, there is the Technical Assistance Program
run by NEUS, Inc., the Technology Information Sources Center
(TISC) and the Small Business Administration's Technology
Utilization Services.
Finally, the universities and colleges are a valuable
resource as both suppliers of technology and as sources of
talent and expertise. This expertise should be drawn upon
through contracts and personnel sharing by temporary assign-
ments with the Center's permanent staff.
In many respects the overall operation of the
Regional Center is coincidently quite similar to those pro-
posed by Richard Foster for private corporation technology
transfer programs (Foster, 1971, p. 112).
26

4. Cost And Funding Considerations
The questionnaire to California City Managers (see
Chapter III for a discussion of the questionnaire) provides
data on the appropriate funding split between the city and
the Center. The average apportionment suggested is about
25/75 city/Center split. It is appropriate for the city to
pay in accordance with the cost savings or benefits derived
from the interaction with the Center. (Methods to measure
these benefits are discussed in Chapter VI.) In addition,
consideration should be given to ability to pay.
It is anticipated that initial funding would be
covered by grants from public interest groups representing
State and local government. External funding should typically
phase-out as the Center matures from the experimental phase




DESCRIPTION OF PAST TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EFFORTS
In order to gain an appreciation of technology transfer,
one should attempt an objective, holistic view. It can then
be viewed as a major field of endeavor with a business-like
approach. Necessarily it is complex and involves all
disciplines in the social and physical sciences. Viewed
from several perspectives, it is the exchange of problem
solving information, ideas and concepts. One school of
thought restricts it to the secondary utilization of tech-
nical ideas for purposes not originally intended. But the
authors consider technology transfer in the broader terms
of education and idea exchange which includes informing
people of ideas, equipments, methodology and processes that
have been previously applied. An equally important part of
this concept of technology transfer is the implementation or
utilization phase which frequently involves adaptive
engineering.
There is a general tendency to speak of technology as
if it were something homogeneous, and of transfer
effectiveness as an index that can be uniformly deter-
mined or applied. Clearly, this is not the case....
Technology transfer, then, must first be understood
as a socially significant process, aiding in the
distribution of technical resources by providing
broader and less specialized access to proven ideas
before adequate effectiveness measures can be
developed. (Kottenstette, 1972, p. 13)
The basic paradigm for technology transfer is an informa-
tion exchange model shown in figure 3 where the source is the
28

current holder of the technology and the user has a problem
that could be solved by this technology. The trouble is
that the source and user are frequently unaware of each







Figure 3. BASIC INFORMATION EXCHANGE MODEL
The linker's role can be characterized as an intermediary,
broker, catalyst, clearinghouse, facilitator. For example,
a city (user) has a need to improve the routing for lamp
replacement and meter reading, and a Federal laboratory
(source) has expertise in computerized routing algorithms
and neither is aware of the other. The linker serves to
bring these two into communication and expedites the transfer
process.
There are a great many sources and users. There are also
a considerable number of linkers and nearly as many linking
techniques. To gain an appreciation of this complex
29

interaction, a strategy formulation is borrowed (transferred)
from the case study method used to analyze businesses
(Uyterhoeven, Ackerman and Rosenblum, 1973, pp. 7-12).
PLANS AND STRATEGIES FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Fortunately, individuals or organizations engaged in
technology transfer activities find that they have clear cut
objectives to find new ways to do things, or new uses for
technological research and development output. This puts
them in the position of having a profit motive, as does
private business, even though the monetary benefits are not
always readily apparent. For this reason, strategy formula-
tion and planning is similar to that used in a commercial
business environment.
1 . The Mission
Technology transfer or exchange involves information
flow and acceptance. It is a diverse, wide ranging field

















A great many agencies, businesses and individuals
are working on technology exchange to varying degrees. It's
this very diversity that makes it so fascinating to so many
people; however, it currently lacks an effective integrative
influence.
The literature suggest some factors that influence
the success of technology transfer efforts:
(1) Characteristics of the transfer organization
or agency.
(2) Nature of the item transferred.
(3) Characteristics of transfer agents and their
activities.
(4) Characteristics of potential users.
(5) Features of the transfer system as a whole.
(Roessner, 1975, p. 2)
2. Who Is Involved
Four primary participants are given consideration in
this study: private industries; State, county and local
governments; Federal R&D laboratories; non-profit corporations
and societies.
Private industries in many instances have been most
effective in technology transfer. They represent all three
aspects; i.e., source, linker and user. In fact an indivi-
dual company may exhibit the three facets through the actions
of different departments. Questions to consider in this
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strategy formulation are: "Why has industry been more
effective in technology transfer?" and "Can lessons be
learned from the industry experience?"
State, county and local governments infrequently act
as linkers, yet are the primary user groups, to which this
subject is directed.
The overall economic situation for most cities has made
elected and appointed officials even less sympathetic
to the possible risks involved in any form of new tech-
nology applications. From the point of view of
municipal governments in those cities which are attempt-
ing to cope with the problems that go along with a
century or more of existence and little or no room for
expansion, the whole idea of advanced technology appli-
cations appears more or less meaningless. (PE Staff
Report, 1975, p. 19)
Federal R&D laboratories on the whole, have been
ineffective as linkers, particularly in the transfer of
technology to State and local government. However, they are
a primary source of technology as evidenced by numerous
studies.
The record of Federal agency high-technology facilities
in the area of technology transfer is perhaps less
encouraging than that of private industry. The typical
Federal agency approach has centered on a stream of
press releases and public announcements of how much
new technology is available as a result of taxpayer-
funded aerospace/defense programs. City administrators
who are able to navigate through the inevitable
bureaucratic labyrinth are still confronted with the
basic reality that effective technology transfer will
not take place without the necessary climate of
acceptance and technical understanding. (PE Staff
Report, 1975, p. 18)
Non-profit corporations and societies are almost
strictly linker groups tasked by the user community to find
technology sources or by the source community to find users
or by fourth party agencies such as the National Science
32

Foundation (NSF) to link users and sources. A representa-
tive list of these organizations is given in Appendix A.
3. Self Concept
There are numerous descriptions and models of the
technology transfer process applying to the variety of
participants. These models are presented in Appendix B.












Competitive posture is influenced by:
funding
program priorities; national, state, local
visibility
diverse approaches to technology exchange
interagency jealousy
There is competition for funds between the techno-
logy transfer programs and other federal, state and local
programs. In the past, it has been a very poor stepchild,
ill funded and of low priority. This is also true to some
extent on a global scale in the international economics arena.
There is a general lack of national objectives and
priorities, at least as far as technology transfer is
33

concerned. It has frequently been shown that one dollar
spent for R&D yields several dollars (five to fifteen) in
benefits to society after an "incubation" period of as much
as ten years. This multiplier effect is well established
by economists but not known by the general public. In fact
the lack of visibility for technology transfer and other
technical programs is so poor that the general public feels
that R&D expenditures do not even return a dollar benefit
for a dollar cost. Consequently, they frequently push for
more social programs or income redistribution programs. In
other words, the multiplier effect of R&D expenditures has
not been publicized sufficiently. A part of this multiplier
effect derives from the increase in productivity that comes
with the introduction of more advanced methods and systems.
This is recognized readily by private industry, and perhaps
this is one reason why they are more successful at techno-
logy transfer.
Another area of competition is caused by the
divergent and disorganized approaches to technology exchange.
As mentioned previously, there are many facets, each with
its own strengths and weaknesses. But the lack of central
direction and policy causes some counterproductive competi-
tion between the various factions. A somewhat similar
problem is interagency jealousy between Federal agencies,
between State and Federal agencies and between local and
34

State agencies. This jurisdictional jealousy is a primary
barrier to many government programs, not just those associ-
ated with technology transfer.
5. Existing Environment
The environment in which technology transfer operates
is quite complex as it involves the international exchange of
technology between countries as well as between cities and
agencies. The common denominator is the individual person
who actually affects the transfer, without him, nothing
happens.
There are a considerable number of barriers to tech-
nology transfer. These are a significant part of the
environment and are discussed in Chapter III. A list of
barriers to transfer from Federal laboratories is given in
Appendix C.
Policy for the transfer process in Federal agencies
varies widely between the participants; this results in con-
flicting objectives and hurts the process efficiency and
effectiveness. But nowhere is policy as diverse and
conflicting as among the Federal agencies (Anuskiewicz, 1973,
vi). Some agencies have the principles of technology transfer
legislated into their charters or mission statements; others
see prohibitions in theirs.
There was little indication that agencies with legis-
lative mandates for technology transfer are more
effective than those without; if anything, the reverse
appears to be true. One reason for this may be that
the legislative language usually is weak, failing to
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specify diffusion, adaptation, or utilization as agency-
goals. Many of these mandates were written before
technology transfer and research utilization became a
significant issue. .. .Despite the finding that legis-
lative mandates and authoritative policy statements are
not related to program effectiveness measures, indivi-
dual agency interview data consistently suggest the
importance of top management commitment for program
success. (Roessner, 1975, p. 10, 11)
The DOD, which has the largest R&D budget, has a
rather parochial outlook and restrictive, limiting policy
toward technology transfer to the civilian sector. A report
of the Council of State Governments recommends:
That the Secretary of Defense clarify — and lay the
ghost of — the Mansfield Amendment with a positive
policy directive authorizing DOD labs to work with
State and local governments in transferring knowledge
that has a bearing on the needs of these governments.
That 0MB (Office of Manpower and Budget) permit
laboratories to retain funds which they earn by
providing services to state and local users, instead
of having them bypass the lab's budgets and go into
the general treasury.
That 0MB permit labs to use reimbursements to hire
the necessary manpower, over and above employment
ceilings. (Carey, 1973, p. 4)
The Committee On Technology Transfer and Utilization
studied twenty-five Federal agencies and found that:
The absence of a proper legal mandate is the single
most important constraint preventing agencies from
setting up adequate programs. Many agency directors
are understandably wary and apprehensive about programs
without explicit direction or adequate funding.
(Committee on Technology Transfer and Utilization, 1974,
p. 24)
Sound policy is crucial to an effective technology
transfer program and while many Federal agencies are making
valid contributions to society through their transfer
36

efforts, this is a vast, underutilized resource. This is
certainly felt to be the case as concerns transfers to local
government
.
The President's Message to Congress on Science and
Technology in March 1972 declared: "Federal research
and development activities generate a great deal of
new technology which could be applied in ways which go
well beyond the immediate mission of the supporting
agency. In such cases, I believe, the government has
a responsibility to transfer the results of its research
and development activities to wider use in the private
sector.
"
Studies by the Federal Council on Science and Techno-
logy and by the Council of State Governments in 1972
found a high potential for bringing Federally devel-
oped science and technology to bear on the operations
and performance of State and local governments. But
the same studies noted serious barriers to the effec-
tive application of technology. (Anuskiewicz, 1973,
p. 2)
Federal R&D expenditure distribution is an impor-
tant environmental dimension and needs to be put into
perspective to gain an appreciation of this latent asset and
its technology transfer potential. Federal R&D expenditures
have grown over the years while remaining between six and
eight percent of the total Federal budget. This is shown
in Table I.
A slightly different perspective can be gained by
subdividing the 1975 estimated R&D funds by agency (Table II)
and then by category of performer (Table III). The total
expenditure does not exactly match the previous table;
nevertheless, roughly $20 billion was spent on Federal R&D
and 49 percent ($9-6 billion) was spent by the DOD labora-
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Department of Defense 9,608
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration . . . 3,071
Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare 2,233
Atomic Energy Commission . . . 1,704
National Science Foundation. . 653
Department of the Interior . . 557
Department of Agriculture. . . 406
Department of Transportation . 397
Environmental Protection
Agency 343













FFRDC's 1 administered by
634
Universities and colleges. .
FFRDC's 1 administered by
2,296
886
Other nonprofit institutions 698
FFRDC's 1 administered by
nonprofit institutions . 209 (Linsteadt,
State and local governments. 228 1976)
69
'Federally Funded Research and Development Centers.
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A disportionately small amount of the total R&D
expenditures is used for stimulating secondary uses of the
technology. For example, in 1973 only $43 million (0.25
percent) was spent on stimulating secondary uses out of an
expenditure of nearly $17 billion for the total R&D program.
The 1974 Committee on Technology Transfer and Utilization
recommended that the Federal government spend $1 billion
annually to correct the imbalance. (Committee on Technology
Transfer and Utilization, 1974, p. i)
For fiscal year 1976, the estimated R&D expenditures
are categorized as: Space, $2.9 billion (13.4%); Defense,
$11.4 billion (52.5%); and civilian, $7.4 billion (34.1%).
The obligation to achieve secondary utilization of the DOD
R&D expenditures is increasingly imperative. (Linhares,
1976, pp. 2, 3)
The laboratories represent a vast and diversified
national resource, and it is in that sense that they
should be integrated into a network and utilized
flexibly for a variety of both public and private
purposes.... And they should not be restricted simply
to doing government's own work. Instead, they should
be national R&D enterprises in the complete sense of
the term, capable of joint research and development
with industrial organizations and state or local
governments. . .
.
In the shorter run, while we build up the nerve to
think such unconventional thoughts, and while the
federal laboratories remain balkanized, I believe that
the emphasis should be upon technical assistance rather
than upon the transfer of hard technology. I am speak-
ing now of a consultative role to state, local, and
other non-federal clients in advising on problems of
choice in applying solutions to the problems of civil
society. (Carey, 1975, pp. 6, 7)
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The Committee on Technology Transfer and Utilization
recommends that the Federal government:
Empower appropriate Federal agencies to set up explicit
programs as an added part of their missions with speci-
fic charters and guidelines for embarking on these
secondary or horizontal application programs.
Make technology utilization a line item in the budgets
of Federal agencies in order to provide appropriate
funding
.
Create new Civil Service designations and job descrip-
tions to cover personnel with program skills and
expertise. The Civil Service Commission should
recognize the profession of technology utilization
agent and establish a separate classification series
within the General Schedule system from beginning
positions to senior executive levels.
(Committee on Technology Transfer and Utilization, 1974,
p. 25)
Political factors affect transfer efforts even though
technology transfer is not a political issue in itself. The
political arena is involved at all governmental levels
because of various legislative constraints on the transfer
operation. On the other hand it might be considered a
political issue because it has a significant affect on every-
one's daily lives directly or indirectly. The proposed
Regional Centers would have some political implications
such as:
Locations within regions.







Personalities and support for the Center and
its purposes.
...the decision by the group to accept or reject the
technology at each stage in the process is contingent
upon the result of the interaction between political
supports, political demands and the technology itself.
The new technology, to be accepted, must either in-
crease the group's political supports or enable it to
improve its meeting of political demands placed upon
it. (Bloom, 1970, p. 199)
Social factors in the transfer environment exist
because technology transfer has such an affect upon our life
style. It can be considered as a social issue with several
aspects:
Education and preparation for change.




Economic considerations play a significant, if not
paramount, role in just about every social endeavor. Techno-
logy transfer is certainly no exception. Some economic
aspects are:
The standard of living.
Productivity.
The R&D multiplier effect.
Funding sources and levels.
Competition for funds between agencies, between
regions, between countries.
Budget constraints on scarce resources.
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Both public and private sectors.
Enormous literature and data base.
Considerable information on the inputs.
Scarce information on output measures.
Segmented, diversified.
Push vs Pull markets.
User short-term view.
Debate on technology transfer payoff.
Broad scope but rapid change.
Interdisciplinary.
Technical capabilities of user.
Aggregation possibilities.
Barriers and human factors.
User image and supplier image.
6. Resource Audit
A resource audit is valuable as a quick look into the
strengths and weaknesses of the generalized technology trans-
fer effort.
Positive Aspects (+'s)
Idea of technology transfer in vogue.





Strong Navy (CNM) support.
Many individual experiments and technology
transfer organization activities (innovation
approaches)
.
National Science Foundation (NSF) interest and
funding of technology transfer activities.
Trend toward professionalizing technology
transfer effort college courses.
Some proven successes.
Vast R&D expenditures and resource stockpile.
Negative Aspects (-'s)
Fragmented leadership and direction.
No national technology transfer goal.
Policy limited and limiting.
Insufficient emphasis and funding for technology
exchange
.
Technology transfer programs have not been on
payback basis.
Little or no visibility for transfer efforts and
successes.
No grassroots mandate.
Limited measurement of effectiveness evaluation.
Narrow perspective; short sighted.
Special interest and selfishness.
Lack of perceived benefits.
Institutionalized non-innovativeness (inertia).





Some alternatives are proposed as approaches to
future technology transfer efforts:
Business as usual, live with the inherent
problems.
Develop market from push-market to pull-market.
Federal laboratories take on serious marketing
operation for their technology.
Contract the overall technology transfer effort
to private sector industry or consultant to
utilize profit motive.
Create a federal, interagency, nationwide tech-
nology transfer organization.
Professional associations take on an expanded,
active role in technology transfer, perhaps
using Federal funding.
Create regional technology transfer centers or
institutes.
Other alternatives and variations thereof can be
readily proposed; consequently, this list is certainly not
exhaustive. Only the last alternative (Regional Centers) is
discussed herein, because it is considered to have the most
potential for integrating the transfer efforts and benefiting
those at the State and local levels.
8. Strategy Evaluation
The basic concept of a Regional Center for utiliza-
tion of technology has been discussed with various highly
credible members of the supplier community, the user community
and existing technology transfer organizations. The consensus
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is that the Regional Center concept is a viable alternative
worthy of study and consideration for demonstration funding,
Three previous studies emphasize the points brought
out in this chapter. A quotation from each is cited below.
Formalizing transfer activities via a localized staff
with specific budget for transfer/utilization greatly
facilitates successful transfer. (Roessner, 1975,
p. 23)
Each Federal domestic agency should clearly assign
functional responsibility for: obtaining State and
local inputs into agency program development; integr-
ting the planning, management and assessment of
capacity building programs within the agency; promoting
integrated and effective R&D utilization, technical
assistance and training activities in each agency; and
providing a contact point for State and local officials.
There has been much rhetoric about partnerships with
State and local government, yet the Federal business
with these "partners" is conducted ad hoc through
thousands of programs and agencies and rarely coordi-
nated on a jurisdictional basis, thus producing
confusion for State and local managers. There is, in
short, no focal point or manager for intergovern-
mental relations. (Study Committee on Policy Manage-
ment Assistance, 1975, pp. xi, 33)
The exchange of information between these various
Federal activities appears minimal at this time. In
a number of agencies, high level support for specific
technology transfer activities appears lukewarm at
best. Against this background, expanded study of the
technology transfer activities could make a significant
impact on the utilization of research to satisfy the
pressing needs of society. A greater dissemination of
the facts, history and potential o-f technology transfer
and utilization seem both timely and necessary.




AREAS OF THESIS RESEARCH IN TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT
The methodology used to gather and analyze information
pertaining to the concept of a Regional Center is described
in this chapter. This effort embraced five phases as
follows:
Literature Search and Assessment
Personal Communications
Development of Testing Instruments
Data Gathering
Primary Data Analysis
LITERATURE SEARCH AND ASSESSMENT
When the subject of technology transfer is first contem-
plated, it seems to be relatively narrow and well bounded.
As one gets into the subject, it is obvious that extensive
literature exists in both the hard and soft sciences
pertaining to technology and information transfer. In fact,
this field within fields is expanding at an ever increasing
rate and trying to search the literature is akin to being
on a tread mill.
Nevertheless, a broad spectrum of literature was read
and assimilated into this thesis. The sources included text
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books, theses, research reports, periodicals, Congressional
Bills and government policy, and other researchers' notes.
A search of technical literature computer data banks
such as the Defense Documentation Center (DDC) files, the
National Technical Information Service (NTIS) files, and
University Microfilm (DATRIX) files provided hundreds of
citations under the key words "technology transfer".
An assessment of the rapidly expanding literature on





Relevance and currency. of information
Theory and academia
Operational examples
The research for this thesis addresses each of these
aspects to varying degrees dictated by inherent time
constraints.
Most of the detail of how the literature applies to the
areas of: (a) the market; (b) the organization; (c) the
measurement of effectiveness will be covered in the chapters
to follow; however, some general comments are in order.
The text books make the transfer process appear defini-
tive and neatly categorized; this is just not the real world,




The research reports, ad hoc committee reports and
theses are valuable sources of findings concerning both
transfer techniques and barriers to technology transfer.
The highlights are summarized.
1 . Transfer Techniques
It should be emphasized that technology transfer is
much more of a soft science or an art than a hard science.
It essentially involves people's acceptance of ideas and
innovations; consequently, a variety of techniques exist,
each of which have their strengths and their weaknesses.
It can be said categorically that no single technique is
the panacea and any transfer activity that is very narrow
in its approach is doomed to mediocrity. Likewise, the
very broad-brush approach of trying to be everything to
everybody also meets with rather limited success.
The user or potential user always considers:
"What's in it for me?" or "What's the incentive to be
innovative and try new technology?" Successful techniques
must provide positive answers to these questions.
The technology transfer techniques studied in this
research are described briefly as:
Computer data files searching for technology
that matches a specified need.
Needs assessment and definitive service.
Advisor or consulting service for problems.
Clearinghouse or linker service connecting
source of technology to user.
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Adaptive engineering and implementation service
to fit or repackage existing technology to new
uses.
Promotional sales team to push out technology.
Advertisements and distribution of technical
literature.
Workshops, seminars, symposia, etc. to inform
users.
Demonstration programs and pilot projects.
Loan guarantees, grants and seed funding.
Local agent, science advisor, extension service,
or field agent to facilitate on-sight techno-
logy transfer.
Additional detail about transfer techniques and the
actual organizations using them are given in Appendices
A and B.
2. Barriers to the Transfer of Technology to
Local Government
As with most user groups, local government inher-
ently has some barriers to the technology transfer process,
regardless of the source of the technology. In an attempt
to determine some of these barriers, the authors attended
the League of California Cities City Managers' spring
meeting (February 18-20, 1976) in Palm Springs, California.
From numerous discussions with city managers, NSF personnel,
and consultants, a list of barriers is compiled as given in




BARRIERS TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
1. Communication gap, technical language used by the tech-
nology source.
2. Lack of continuity of elected officials.
3. Cumbersome regulations and procedures (red tape) affec-
ting transfer process and technology applications.
4. Alienation of existing infrastructures (core protec-
tion), and the outsider or consultant threat.
5. Lack of true commitment by leadership.
6. Outsiders' naivet'e about local government problems.
7. Federal program and leadership changes.
8. Lack of local business involvement.
9. Local government lack of utilization and implementation
of technology.
10. Political image and sensitivity of innovative ideas.
11. Inertia of local government favoring status quo.
12. Risk aversion and lack of incentives to innovate.
13. Pluralism of existing service delivery systems and
protection of these "empires".
14. City officials with responsibility frequently don't
have authority to commit resources to innovative project
15. City staff is frequently not project-oriented in their
thinking
.
16. There is a perceived need for highly visible short-term
successes; short-term image is incongruent with long-
term plans.
17. Difficulty in identifying true needs and assigning
proper priorities.




3. Department of Defense Policy
The official Department of Defense (DOD) policy for
technology transfer is both limited and limiting. It is a
serious barrier to active, aggressive transfer programs for
the DOD laboratories. On one hand, they are encouraged to
be cognizant of the fact that they represent vast resources
of technology with high potential for secondary application
by groups such as State and local governments. While on the
other hand, they are restricted from seriously promoting or
marketing this resource. Under present guidelines, the
laboratories are effectively being denied the flexibility
required to interact with the user community.
Significant portions of the official DOD policy are
quoted and paraphrased in Appendix D.
4. Recent U. S. Congressional Action
Recent hearings by the Subcommittee on Domestic and
International Scientific Planning and Analysis of the
Committee on Science and Technology U. S. House of Repre-
sentatives (94th Congress) demonstrate a serious
Congressional interest in science, technology and techno-
logy transfer. The record of the oversight hearings on
intergovernmental science and technology policy includes
the following recommendations:
State and local representation on Federal policy and
advisory bodies.
Dissemination of Federal science and technology resources
to States and localities.
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Creation of a task force to initiate and implement
intergovernmental science and technology programs.
Designation of a lead Federal agency for coordina-
ting intergovernmental science and technology programs.
Initiation of joint Federal-State-local R&D activities.
Utilization of Federal R&D Laboratories.
Strengthen State and local science/technology
capabilities.
Increase the utilization of scientific and technical
manpower resources by States and localities.
Increase opportunity for cooperative activities
between academic institutions and State and local
government
.
Congress should assume oversight responsibility for
the implementation of new intergovernmental science
and technology programs.
Public interest groups can play a useful role in
fostering intergovernmental science and technology
programs. (Doscher, 1975, p. 259-264)
The interest in technology transfer is evidenced
by the increased number of bills on these subjects submitted
to the 94th Congress. Four bills and a new public law are
discussed very briefly to illustrate that Federal legisla-
tion for technology transfer is gaining attention.
Senate Bill S-52 , sponsored by Senator Kennedy
et. al., is cited as the National Policy and Priorities for
Science and Technology Act of 1975. It proposes, among
other things, to establish an Intergovernmental Science
and Technology Advisory Committee to foster technology
transfer to state and regional needs. It also proposes a
Council of Advisors on Science and Technology to deal with
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technology forecasting and technology assessment and
consider the establishment of new organizations to increase
technology transfer to solve national problems. The subject
of this thesis would fall into this category (U. S. Congress,
1975).
Senate Bill S-2574 , sponsored by Senator Montoya,
is cited as the Technology Transfer Act of 1975. It calls
for a pilot program to determine the most effective methods
to operate a technology transfer program on a governmentwide
basis. It proposes a new DOD agency to be known as the
Agency for Technology Transfer with six regional dissemi-
nation centers. This agency would be funded by designating
five percent of all DOD R&D funds. The regional centers
would work directly with State and local governments and
industry - once again this fits the model proposed in this
thesis (U. S. Congress, 1975).
House Bill HR-10250 , sponsored by Representative
Teague, et. al., is cited as the National Science and
Technology Policy and Organization Act of 1975. This bill
proclaims a national policy of utilizing science and tech-
nology to increase the quality of life through a variety
of means which include the establishment of evaluation
centers and cost sharing information dissemination programs.
The strong participation and cooperative relationships with
State and local governments are stressed. This bill would
establish in the Executive Office of the President the
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Office of Science and Technology Policy and a Federal Science
and Technology Survey Committee. One of the duties of the
committee would be to stimulate Federal-State and Federal-
industry liaison and technology transfer. This certainly
fits with the objective of our proposed Regional Center
concept (U. S. Congress, 1975).
Senate Bill S-3111 , sponsored by Senators Javits,
Humphrey, and Mathias, is cited as the National Technology
Development Corporation Act of 1976. It is intended to
establish a non-profit corporation to provide incentives
and coordination between governmental and private resources
to promote technological development with emphasis on
energy and environmental problems. The corporation would
provide risk capital by granting low interest loans, and
all functions of the Small Business Administration would
be transferred to the Corporation. In a somewhat peripheral
manner, the Corporation would promote technology transfer
(U. S. Congress, 1976).
Public Law 94-282 signed into law by President Ford
on 11 May 1976, is a House-Senate compromise between the
factions supporting HR-10230 and S-32. It is entitled the
National Science and Technology Policy, Organization, and
Priorities Act of 1976. It establishes in the Executive
Office an Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP),
the President's Committee on Science and Technology and a
Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering and
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Technology. It appears that this legislation will streng-
then the role of NSF and the transfer of technology between
government agencies, Federal, State and local governments
and between public and private sectors (U. S. Congress,
1976).
5. Periodicals And Other Researchers' Notes
The periodic literature provides a good source of
current developments in both the application of technology
transfer to specifics and in research on the transfer
process itself. The number of periodicals devoted to
technology and its transfer is increasing rapidly.
Consultation with other researchers of technology
transfer is the best way to keep abreast of this dynamic
field. In fact this area has added so significantly to this
thesis that a section of this chapter is devoted to a
discussion of these meetings and consultations.
6. Research Limitations
A more thorough review of the literature on techno-
logy transfer and its applicability to the concept of a
Regional Center should include inputs from State government.
Although this thesis used the excellent report by Davis as
a reference, there is no consideration of other State-level
technology transfer programs and no direct, first-hand data
from State offices (Davis, 1974). This was not a deliberate
omission but a consequence of the time constraint.
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Interstate committee reports were used whenever
possible; however, the primary data collection was limited
to city managers belonging to the League of California
Cities. This includes most of the cities in the State of
California; nevertheless, input from cities in other states
is desirable.
Other valuable sources which justify strong inputs
are the various associations of government administrators
such as the National Governors' Council, National League of
Cities, U. S. Conference of Mayors, International City
Management Association, National Association of Counties,
and Council of State Governments. Input from these sources
was indirect, through various Federal committee reports,
primarily sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS
When first embarking upon this thesis, the subject of
technology transfer appeared to be reasonably well bounded;
however, in reality it is like trying to bound an explosion.
There are many more individuals and organizations involved
in various aspects of the transfer process than initially
imagined. A considerable number of these were contacted for
their views on the concept of a Regional Center for the
transfer of technology to local governments. The individual
inputs have made a great contribution and are integrated
throughout this text. There was near unanimity that the
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concept of a Regional Center was sound, relevant, and
timely. The quandry concerned implementation, organization,
and visibility.
The highlights of this intercourse can be summarized as:
Existing technology transfer organizations and
channels of communication should be utilized to
the fullest practical extent.
Another Federal agency would be a barrier to effec-
tive technology transfer; i.e., the "Fed" syndrome.
The Federal laboratories represent a storehouse of
technology that would be valuable to local govern-
ment, but tapping this source has been difficult.
The Regional Center should use a team approach
(Center personnel plus local government personnel)
to the task of adaptive engineering.
The Intergovernmental Personnel Act (IPA) of 1970
should be utilized to the fullest extent possible
to facilitate the staffing of the interdisciplinary
teams.
As authorized under Title IV of IPA, employees may be
assigned between Federal executive agencies and states,
local governments and institutions of higher education for
periods up to two years. Assignments may be part-time or
intermittent such as one week per month for six months.
There is some question as to whether IPA can be applied to
a non-profit such as the Regional Center; however, it is
applicable to:
"Organizations to which states and local governments
have specifically delegated a governmental function
(with) determinations on the eligibility of such
organizations need to be made on a case-by-case basis"
(U. S. Civil Service Commission, 1974, p. 5).
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DEVELOPMENT OF TESTING INSTRUMENTS
It became obvious that the subject, of a regional tech-
nology transfer center for the needs of State and local
government, was very broad and this thesis would be most
productive if it concentrated on selected areas most critical




Measures of effectiveness for Center operations
The literature search provided background material and
a starting point but first hand data was needed. to get
local government input for the three areas mentioned above.
It was felt that the Regional Center concept would be
viable only if it received user input during the formulation
stage as well as during operation.
After a review of data gathering techniques, two were
chosen as most appropriate for the purpose. The mail
questionnaire technique was selected to gather the bulk of
the data on a statewide basis in California. The personal
interview technique was selected to gather detailed data
and discuss ideas about measurement of effectiveness.
1 . Mail Questionnaire
The bulk of the data gathering was done by a
questionnaire mailed to city managers, through the auspices
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of the League of California Cities (LCC). A trial question-
naire was designed with the help of Mr. Wayne Wedin,
President of the City Managers' Department of the League.
This pretest survey was mailed to the thirty-seven members
of the City Managers' Department Executive Committee. This
represented very nearly a ten percent sample of the entire
membership.
Twenty questionnaires were returned (54 percent)
and analyzed. The pretest pointed out several areas of
ambiguity and those areas where additional questions were
needed. The questions about the city's involvement with
innovation required the most rework to remove ambiguity.
Several new questions were added to the section on center-
operations in an attempt to gain a better feeling for city
managers r preferences on sharing in the expense of the
Center ' s operati ons
.
One of the specific problems was that of missing
data, because of unanswered questions. It was found that
those questions which required considerable thought about
past performance were most likely to be left blank. It was
inevitable that this problem would plague the final question-
naire as well, so some of the questions were re-worded.
The final version of the questionnaire is shown in
Appendix H. It is designed with the questions grouped into
four sections:
The city's need for technology transfer and a
center to facilitate it.
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The city's current status with innovation and
technology transfer.
City preferences concerning the Center's
operation.
Demographic data.
There are forty data entries (dependent variables)
for the first three categories and four entries (indepen-
dent variables) for the last category or demographic data.
In most cases the required response is a number
from one-to-nine with (1) representing a strongly disagree
or low rating and (9) representing a strongly agree or high
rating. Some subjective write-in responses are also
required.
2. Personal Interview
The interview was intended to supplement the data
from the statewide mail questionnaire in the area of
measures of performance effectiveness. The interview form
is shown as Appendix G. It was felt that a one-on-one
personal conversation about effectiveness measurement
would be much more informative than telephone or mail
surveys. The objectives were to determine (a) the most
appropriate techniques for monitoring the effectiveness of
an established Center-to-city working relationship (b) the
current or planned availability of in-house (city) data
for the Center to use to determine its effectiveness at
transferring technology to the city. This interview
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questionnaire was administered to selected California city
managers or their designated principal staff personnel.
DATA GATHERING
The final questionnaire was mailed to the full member-
ship of the League of California Cities (353 city managers).
A special cover letter was enclosed to the 35 members that
were also on the executive council; however, they were not
expected to fill out the questionnaire for a second time.
This reduced the population to 332 represented cities.
Self-addressed, franked envelopes were included for the
respondents returns.
The questionnaires were mailed out on 4 June 1976, with
a requested reply date of 20 June. A total of 114 returns
(thirty-four percent) were received.
Two factors are considered to have significantly influ-
enced the percentage of returns. The authors were told
that it is not uncommon for a city manager to be solicited
to fill out five questionnaires per week. Also, the time
of year reduced the percentage of returns since June is the
end of the fiscal year and budget review time for many cities
PRIMARY DATA ANALYSIS
Data from the 114 returned questionnaires were analyzed
to learn the city managers' views on:
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The need for a Regional Center.
What services would be most beneficial.




Availability of measures of effectiveness of a
city/Center working relationship.
The information was analyzed by the computer program
entitled Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS),
The forty-four data items on the questionnaire were coded
as 1 through 9 with the integer reserved for no-response
or missing data.
The data are analyzed for the usual statistical para-
meters such as mean, mode and standard deviation. The mean
is the numerical average of the responses, on the 1 to 9
scale. The mode is the most popular or frequently answered
response. The standard deviation is a measure of the
spread or scatter of the data, about the mean value; i.e.,
a small standard deviation indicates that the responses
were tightly clustered and similar to the mean value.
The frequency of responses to each question is plotted
as a histogram and these results are shown in Appendix I.
The possibility of relationships between variables is
explored by linear regression analysis and least squares,
best fit. Linear trends are plotted for many of the
fundamental questions. The two-variable plots are included
in the chapters to follow.
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The questionnaire results and data analyses are divided
into the remaining three chapters as certain questions apply
most directly to the three areas of market description,




DESCRIPTION OF A MARKET FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
ESTABLISHING A MARKET FOR TECHNOLOGY
A description of the market for technology transfer to
State and local governments should:
Establish the inherent need or demand for tech-
nology.
Establish the characteristics of the technology
supply.
Determine the appropriateness of a center to
accomplish the transfer of technology from
supplier to user.
The technological community can be considered to
include those users that are receptive to innovation and
actively seek better products, processes and service
delivery systems. This group is pictured as a small,
rapidly spinning world that is accelerating, see figure 4.
The non-technological community is a much larger group
as it includes those user groups and individuals that are
confused by technology, apathetic toward it, apprehensive
or afraid of it, mistrustful of it, and may even be down-
right anti-technology. This community is pictured as the
large, slowly spinning world.
When these two worlds meet, friction occurs and "sparks"
fly. As the technological world is spinning faster each





SPINNING 11 ) J TECHNOLOGICAL WORLD
SPINNING I
Figure 4. ILLUSTRATION OF TECHNOLOGY
VS NON-TECHNOLOGY WORLDS
It is the intention of the Regional Center proposed by
this thesis to act as an intermediary or facilitator to
join the two^worlds, as illustrated in figure 5. This
linking action will allow technology to spin off smoothly
from the technological world to the non-technological world.
And conversly, inputs and needs from the non-technological
world will be felt quickly and accurately by_ the technolo-
gical world, thereby providing the needed "real world" input
and direction to this country's federal and industrial R&D.
The Center will permit a smooth transfer from the technolo-
gical "have's" to the "have-not's" thus reducing aggravation






Figure 5. LINKING ROLE OF THE REGIONAL CENTER
The question before us now is: "How does an organiza-
tion begin and sustain this linking role?" Without question,
the marketing function will play a vital part.
.The functions of marketing are defined to be:
Collecting marketing information.
Developing marketing plans.
Determining the product mix.
Communication activities.
Management of physical distribution.
(Rachman, 1974, p. 5)
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In the case of the Regional Center, this roughly
translates into:
Determination of user needs.
Developing a flexible, dynamic marketing strategy to
inform the users of available technology.
Exploring, screening and digesting the supplier's
technology.
Advertising, public relations and promoting the
Center's services.
Selection and execution of efficient and effective
means of transferring technology.
EXISTING MARKET DESCRIPTIONS
1 . General Markets Described in Literature
A market description for technology seems non-exis-
tant, perhaps due to the broad context of the term. The
liberal interpretation of technology implied by this
investigation makes specific description difficult. If one
specific product or service were under consideration, a
market description would be easier to handle.
Economics texts treat technology in general terms
but only in conjunction with production functions; (e.g.,
Nicholson, 1972, p. 214). They estimate the contributions
to production made by inputs of technological improvement.
The supply and demand are not treated.
Marketing texts (e.g., Rachman, 1974) tend to deal
with specific commodities or services. They offer the




The technology to be transferred by Regional Centers
partially defy these clear crisp characterizations, not
because they are immune to the theory, but simply because
the market is not highly developed; nor has it received
extensive study.
There are three categorizations of effort over which
marketing managers exercise control (Rachman, 1974-
,
p. 36).
















These efforts are met by an uncontrollable market
environment consisting of:




Many of the terms used have an industrial sound but only
mild imagination is required to transfer them into concepts
applicable to Regional Centers for technology transfer.
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Technological "goods and services" have earmarks of
both public and private goods, but they have no central
market exchange. Therefore, demand and supply must be
implied from other measures in the consumer and producer
environment.
2. Implied Demand and Supply of Technology for
State and Local Governments
No direct demand functions for technology were
discovered. But, indirect measures can be found. Growth
in the public service delivery system of State and local
governments is a barometer of demand. Growth of expendi-
tures and employment will be used as a surrogate measure
of demand. Between 1954 and 1974 State and local govern-
ment expenditures have risen sharply:
Purchase of goods and services up from 7 to 14 percent
of the Gross National Product (GNP)
.
Employment up from 4.6 million to 11.6 million, about
152 percent increase.
(Committee on Economic Development, 1976, p. 28-31)
The almost sevenfold increase in State and local
government expenditures between 1954 and 1974 was
attributable to both expansion of activity and an
increase in the unit cost. .. .Total population rose
by 31 percent. .. .Workload in traditional government
services increased. .. .Rising affluence enabled
governments to establish higher levels of service
....State and local government expanded into new
fields. . . . occupational training. . . .pollution control
and other environmental protection programs to
meet emerging public needs and desires. (Committee
on Economic Development, 1976, p. 30)
The growth in public service markets has placed a
strain on revenues. Productivity improvements, innovation
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and new technology provide a means of relieving some of the
strain. Hence, the determination for increased demand on
products of a technology transfer center.
The literature shows no further breakdown of demand on
a product by product basis. There are general references to
interest in aggregating market demands to provide a stronger
cue for developing supply. One report tabbed demands for
processes to be higher than demands for products, in tech-
nology applicable to local government. (Bingham, p. 7)
Problem statements and needs identification are an
indirect measure of product and service demands. A coopera-
tive effort by the California Innovation Group (CIG) , NASA,
and NSF led to an integrated list of Urban needs. The list
is not universally applicable because it represents input
from seven mid-sized California cities. However, for a
regional consideration, it does provide some measure of
demand for problem solving technologies. A modest summary
indicates the following numbers of problems identified:
Equipment Oriented
26 High priority; city-wide impact.
13 Medium priority; city-wide impact.
14 High priority; limited impact.
60 Med-low priority; limited impact.
Analysis Oriented
10 High priority; city-wide impact.




Where high priority means immediate attention requested;
solutions need to be developed as quickly as possible.
(Weiss, 1974)
The demand for technology has not been explicitly
defined but it is implied. The appropriate supply is also
implied. Refer back to Federal R&D expenditures in
Chapter II.
To sum up, we have a situation in which the Federal
R&D laboratories constitute an immense potential
resource both for heading off technological mediocrity
and for backstopping civil governments in problem-
solving. But at the present time many of the labs,
including those of DOD, are technology-rich and
resources-poor. Level or reduced budgets, in the face
of rising costs, are exposing them to both economic
and technological inflation. (Carey, 1973, p. 5)
Perhaps the reason for lack of market information about
technology is the lack of a central or common market for
trading. There is no focus for study and analysis. The
lines of communication for information of supply, demand and
pricing are weak and fragmented. Each consumer unit estab-
lishes lines to suppliers (akin to everyone developing their
own independent telephone system) . A Regional Center would
provide a "telephone central" - a clearinghouse for tech-
nology market development.
QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSIS OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT NEED FOR A
TECHNOLOGY MARKET EXCHANGE
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the questionnaire
mailed to 353 California City Managers included some
questions soliciting their views on the basic need for
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technology transfer and the creation of a Regional Center
to interact with their cities. Histograms of the results
from all 44 questions are included in Appendix I. A few
brief comments about the sample population and its charac-
teristics may help to put the results in perspective.
1 . Questionnaire Demographics
The following information was obtained from the
respondents:
Respondent's title to see if he was in one of
two categories (a) city manager and immediate
staff or (b) Department head and technical
staff.
Years of service at the same or equivalent job
level.
City population.
City compositional characteristic, such as
residential, industrial, etc.
The results on Job Title show that most respondents
were city managers and 94 percent of the respondents were in
the category of city managers or immediate staff.
The results on Years of Service at current job
level show that the spread was one-to-thirty years with the
greatest number falling into the one-to-five year group
(44%).
The results on City Population show a spread from
a few thousand to greater than one million. The largest
category is in the 10,000 to 30,000 range, and second place
went to the less than 10,000 category.
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City Characterization is difficult at best; but, for
analysis purposes, the responses were rather arbitrarily
assigned to nine categories. Results show that the largest
category is that designated as Largely Residential and the
second largest is Rural. These included 35 percent and 25
percent of the total, respectively.
Overall, the response to the questionnaire was
gratifying and considered by the authors to be an unqualified
success. Most of the respondents answered all of the
questions and the sample represents a vast spread in popu-
lation, city characterization and years of service.
2. Cities' Need For Technological Exchange
The literature frequently states that there are
vast, untapped reservoirs of technology that the user
community should utilize more fully. Upon this premise,
questions 1 through 7 and 9 through 11 are as follows:
1 . I feel that federal laboratories and industry-
have new ideas, products or services that would
be valuable to my city. (1-to-9 rating)
2-4. My city keeps me informed about potentially





5-7. My city should place more emphasis on being in-






7. • Other Cities
9-11. The most valuable sources of new ideas for city-
operations and public service delivery have come
from: (e.g., another city, universities, your





What is being asked is succinctly:
Do the cities feel that valuable technology is
out there?
Are they keeping informed on current develop-
ments?
If not, should they make more of an effort?
Where do their innovative ideas come from?
The results are shown by histograms in Appendix I.
Question 1 received a strongly affirmative response with a
mean of 6.6 on a scale of one-to-nine, and the most
frequent response (the mode) was a seven. The results from
questions 2 through 7 are shown in figure 6.
The results show:
Cities are well informed on technology from
other cities (peer group communication)
.
Cities have only a fair knowledge of technology
in the industrial sector and are poorly informed on techno-
logy in the Federal laboratories; but in both cases, they










































Figure 6. CITY RESPONSES ON KEEPING TECHNICALLY INFORMED
The results from questions 9, 10 and 11 are illus-
trated by figure 7 which combines the cities' primary,
secondary and tertiary choices for their sources of new
ideas. These results are congruent with the findings from
the previous questions and are summarized as:
Another City is the overwhelming choice as the
source of new ideas (peer group communication again)
.
Your Own City ranks second as the primary
source but third overall.
Professional Groups rank third as the primary-
source and second overall.
Perhaps other sources such as Public Technology, Inc.



















Figure 7. CITIES' SOURCES OF NEW IDEAS
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of cities such as the International City Managers Associ-
ation (ICMA) should be included in the Professional Groups
category. It is suspected that some respondents may have
interpreted PTI, CIG, ICMA, etc., to be in the Professional
Groups category. Therefore, it is declared to be the solid
favorite for the second place ranking.
The singularly poor showing of the Federal labora-
tories is particularly significant when recalling the
previous affirmation of Federal laboratory developments and
innovations, in response to question 1. Obviously this
source of technology transfer is underutilized.
3. Cities' Need For a Regional Center
There are numerous literature citations in this
thesis that build a case for the establishment of a Regional
Center. Questions 8, 12 and 38 are designed to explore this
concept as follows:
8. Cities need a Regional Center or clearinghouse
where stated problems are matched with available
solutions, such a Regional Center would act as a
focal point for coordination with other organiza-
tions to exchange technology and innovations.
(1-to-9 rating)
12. Your city would value the services of a center
that was recognized for linking the best sources
of technology with potential users. (1-to-9
rating)
38. How urgent is the need for a Regional Center for
consolidating the transfer of technology? (1-to-9
rating)
The city manager's ratings of these questions are
consistently positive, as shown by the histograms in
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Appendix I. The Need for -the Center (question 8) has a
mean rating of 6.9 and the most popular response (the mode)
is a 9 on a one-to-nine scale. The Value of the Proposed
Services (question 12) has a mean rating of 7.0, again with
a mode of 9. The Urgency of Establishing the Center
(question 38) has a mean of 5.5 and mode of 7. These
results are particularly significant and are summarized as:
(1) The expressed need for the Center and the
perceived value of its services are a clear mandate for its
establishment
.
(2) The urgency for initial Center operations is
not considered highly urgent.
The results of these questions were explored in
relation to city population and the city managers' years of
service at their current job level. These results are
shown in figures 8 and 9 and are summarized as:
(1) The parameters of Need, Value and Urgency were
rated higher by the smaller cities.
(2) The city managers with more years of service
gave all three parameters higher ratings than did those
city managers who are relatively new on the job.
The results of the three questions were also
correlated against city characterization and the results
show that:
(1) Major metropolitan complexes rate the Need and

















(1) Less than 10
(2) 10 - 30
(3) 30 - 50
(4) 50 - 100
(5) 100 - 300
(6) 300 - 1,000
(7) More than 1,000
















Figure 9. REGIONAL CENTER MANDATE COMPARED
TO YEARS OF SERVICE
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State and local governments have implied demands
for technology.
2. Federal agencies have implied supplies of
technology.
3. Regional Centers are required for market de-
velopment to communicate market information and provide
more specific measures of supply and demand.





ORGANIZATION FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
APPROACH TO ORGANIZATION OF CENTERS FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Organization for the effective transfer of technology
cannot really be described as unique because it is basically
the same as that for a successful private sector business.
The Regional Center is an administrative service organization
that will serve as the focal point for the application of
technology to problems in State and local governments. Such
a center can be described by words such as, coordinator,
facilitator, integrator, catalyst, clearinghouse, broker, and
linker. The Center is not intended to be another R&D labora-
tory, rather it is intended to transfer currently existing
laboratory technology. However, the Center plays a much more
active role than just serving as a switchboard because it
assists and coordinates the modification and adaptation of
information and technology. To accomplish this exchange, the
organization must emphasize marketing strategy. This means
identifying the user (customer) needs and working to satisfy
these needs with cost-effective technology-based solutions.
The problem is deceptively simple: i.e., "What is the




Soon after the initiation of this research, it became
obvious that technology exchange was a very broad field
indeed as it involves so many disciplines, in both the hard
and the soft sciences. It involves such diverse fields as
education and government, engineering and management. An
exhaustive literature search is well beyond the scope of
this thesis; therefore, in an attempt to narrow this investi-
gation, an effort has been made to utilize the findings of
numerous panels and investigative committees on technology
transfer. Also, a considerable portion of the information
and ideas are an integration of operating doctrines of
existing technology transfer organizations. The interest in
this field seems to be accelerating and more organizations
and consortiums of organizations are "getting into the act"
every year. Some of these organizations are more effective
than others; some of them are trying to "skim the cream and
make a buck" from the technology transfer business. Some
are opportunistic, others are very unselfish and user-service
oriented. It certainly is not our prerogative to judge or
criticize these organizations, but it is our attempt to look
for what makes an organization effective and what enables it
to accomplish the objective of transferring technology that
satisfies the expressed needs of the user or recipient.
In particular, ideas on organization and technology
transfer methodology have been derived from the organizations




Department of Agriculture (USDA)
The USDA technology transfer involves the generation
of basic and applied R&D and the dissemination of this tech-
nology and feedback from the agricultural community through
the effective use of the Extension Service. This use of
local agents appears to be the best means to affect person-
to-person technology transfer.
2. Office of Minority Business Enterprises (OMBE)
This U. S. Department of Commerce office is coordin-
ating the transfer of technology for the development and
growth of minority businesses. In this respect it serves as
a focal point or aggregate market for many small users of
technology. They currently have a pilot program under way
with NASA.
3. National Technical Information Service (NTIS)
This Department of Commerce office is a central
source of reports and related information on Government-
sponsored R&D performed by the Federal agencies and their
contractors. NTIS will be a valuable source of technological
information for the Center. In addition to published bulle-
tins and announcements, abstracts of reports are stored in a
computer data base; the search service is known as NTISearch.
Users also have access to the Smithsonian Science Information
Exchange (SSIE) computerized current research information
file on recently completed (up to two years old) research
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projects and on-going research. The technical summaries
cover basic and applied research in life, physical, social,
behavioral, and engineering sciences.
4. Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA)
There is revitalized effort to transfer technology
from the ERDA laboratories to State and local government as
well as industry. The program includes the establishment of
technology utilization representatives at all major ERDA
laboratories where they would facilitate the application of
laboratory expertise to technological problems in both the
public and private sectors. This use of in-house transfer
agents facilitates the linking of the user with the source
data and the resident expert. The Center will make a
conscious effort to utilize these technology utilization
representatives as a direct link to a technology source.
5. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
This effort is primarily one of facilitating and
funding the transfer of technology from sources such as ERDA,
NASA, and DOD laboratories. A NASA Technology Application
Team was formed at the Research Triangle Institute, Research
Triangle Park, North Carolina, to transfer NASA technology
in the general area of environmental sciences. This team
effort was terminated in mid-1973.
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6. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
The Division of Product Dissemination and Transfer
is intended to encourage the practical application and
utilization of research. It appears that they primarily-
deal with in-house research findings and products, so they
would be considered as a source of technology and funding
for the Center-to-local government transfer operations.
7. Bureau of Mines (BuMines)
This organization within the Department of Interior
(DOI) has a transfer program whose action arm is the Mining
Research Technology Transfer Group in the Division of Mine
System Engineering. Their efforts are aimed at the commer-
cialization of technology from the four Mining Research
Centers. They could serve as the focal point and liaison
to sources of technology to mining communities.
8. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
NASA is one of the few major organizations that has
a technology transfer mission clearly mandated in its charter
for operations. The Technology Utilization Office has orga-
nized a nation-wide effort to transfer its space oriented
R&D to both private and public sectors. They use a combina-
tion of publications such as the NASA Tech Briefs and
contractor technology transfer organizations. Six NASA
Industrial Application Centers, at strategically located
universities, concentrate on the commercialization of NASA
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technology to industry. They offer "both data bank searches
and technology application assistance. NASA grants both
exclusive and non-exclusive patent licenses to promote
commercializing its technology.
To promote the transfer of aerospace technology to
the public sector, the Technology Utilization Office has
established Biomedical Application Teams (BAT) and Technology
Application Teams (TAT) at research institutes and univer-
sities. These applications teams help public sector
organizations define problems and facilitate the transfer of
aerospace technology in the areas of transportation, urban
construction and safety, and public safety. Considerable
effort is expended on commercialization and implementation
of the technology.
Very briefly, the application teams work with the
user to define the problem and be sure it is truly a tech-
nology problem. A problem statement is then written up and
distributed to the ten NASA Field Centers, soliciting a
solution. If a Field Center feels they have a solution and
NASA Headquarters approves, the effort is designated as a
project; and funds and manpower are committed for the appro-
priate adaptive engineering and follow-through. The desired
procedure is for a 50/50 split in funding between the user
(client) and NASA for the adaptive engineering and possible
prototype R&D. Industry is then solicited to bid on produc-




Some key lessons can be derived from the NASA pro-
gram and applied to the organization and operation of the
Regional Center. These are:
(1) The granting of exclusive patent licenses, as
early as nine months after the patent application has been
filed and announced as available for licensing; this provides
a badly needed incentive for commercialization of technology.
(2) The strong facilitator and follow-through role
provided by the TA Teams.
(3) The split funding between user and source for
adaptive engineering.
9. Department of Transportation (DOT)
The Technology Sharing Program within DOT is stress-
ing the understanding of State and local needs and
requirements in establishing DOT research projects and
technical assistance programs.
10. Department of Defense (POD)
It is ironic that the R&D effort in the DOD repre-
sents the largest share (about 49%) of the Federal R&D
laboratory expenditures, yet the technology transfer efforts
have been restricted because they are not part of the
laboratories' missions and are given low priorities because
of competing funds and manpower restrictions. There has
been a severe lack of incentives for the DOD laboratories
to have significant technology transfer programs. However,
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recently all three military services have made more of an
effort to encourage their laboratories and technical activi-
ties to assume a more active role in solving civilian
problems that are consistent with their missions and
currently available facilities and manpower.




To derive the maximum benefit from the invest-
ment of R&D funds by the Department of Defense.
(2) To facilitate the transfer of existing military
technology and research products to the solution of critical
domestic problems.
(3) To utilize government-owned R&D facilities
more efficiently in the national interest.
A computerized data base is maintained by the Defense
Documentation Center (DDC) for restricted access and classi-
fied reports on military R&D and on the status of current
R&D projects. However, this is a passive transfer operation,
and what's needed are more active programs. The technology
needed by State and local governments is not the classified,
off-the-shelf defense technology but rather a civilian
adaptation of that technology and more importantly, the
technical skills, expertise, methodologies, procedures, and
processes that reside in the DOD activities. For instance,
the expertise in standards and specifications writing, in
resource allocation procedures, budgeting, inventory control,
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in systems analysis, information systems and program manage-
ment techniques.
Probably the most active DOD technology transfer
program is the DOD Technology Transfer Consortium. Even
though it is informally structured and comprised mostly of
Navy laboratory representatives, it receives general policy
guidance from the Director, Defense Research and Engineering
(DDR&E)
.
Consortium Purpose - The DOD Laboratories are a source
of technology for the solution of those civil sector
problems which are amenable to technological solutions.
The primary role of the in-house laboratories is to
provide a research and development base for the develop-
ment of systems required to fulfill the national security
mission of the DOD. However, these laboratories can
serve a vital secondary role in the adaptation of
technology to other fields and areas of need to the
extent that it does not adversely impact on the primary
DOD mission. A consortium of DOD Laboratories is
formed for the purpose of coordinating interactions
with other Federal Agencies and technology users at
federal, state and local level, and of coordinating
the efforts in this endeavor. The technology trans-
fer consortium is an association of DOD Laboratories
working together through an informal affiliation. The
main thrust of the consortium activity is through the
individual and cooperative efforts of the laboratories
involved, with an emphasis on the transfer and adapt-
tation of technology through person-to-person mechanisms.
Criteria for Conduct of Work - It is the view of the
Consortium that the civil sector should rely on the
private enterprise system to provide those services
which are reasonably and expeditiously available through
ordinary business channels. The laboratories shall
attempt to provide a supplemental resource that is not
technically available or that is obtainable only at an
excessive cost. Such services shall not supplant
existing private or industrial resources but are offered
to enable other Federal agencies, State and local govern-
ments to avoid unnecessary duplication of special
service functions. (DDR&E, 1974, enclosure 2)
This interlaboratory organization is now called the
Federal Laboratory Consortium For Technology Transfer because
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it now is open to all Federal laboratories and technical
activities and has sixty member laboratories including EPA,
DOC, ERDA, NASA, and DOT. In addition to sponsorship from
the individual member agencies, the National Science Founda-
tion supplies primary funding for the operations of the
Consortium. A full-time liaison person in the Washington,
D. C. area is located in the Office for Intergovernmental
Programs, National Science Foundation. This liaison function
links the member laboratories with user agencies at all
levels of government.
The Consortium has had excellent success considering
its informal structure and many barriers such as restrictive
DOD policy and minimal laboratory financial support. Many
of the projects are in support of other Federal agencies and
cover a broad scope relating to fire and safety, the environ-
ment, health and medicine, law enforcement and crime
prevention, transportation, analysis and testing, and
instrumentation. Transfers directly to State and local
governments is a goal of the Consortium but has been quite
limited to date. An intermediary is needed to link the
Consortium as a supplier group to State and local governments
as users (Linsteadt, 1976) (Antinucci, 1976). This is
where the Regional Center fits in as a linker, clearinghouse
and aggregator of the market.
Other Federal organizations having a documented




National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
Department of Labor's Manpower Administration
Small Business Administration (Anuskiewicz, 1973)
11 . Public Technology Incorporated (PTI)
Understandably no single source provides all the
answers concerning organization for technology transfer.
There are a variety of approaches, some of which are sum-
marized in Appendix B. In particular, the approach of Public
Technology Incorporated (PTI) is of interest because its
basic objective is to transfer technology to State and local
governments. Its two major organizational goals are:
(1) Private investment in the solution of public
sector problems is encouraged by market aggregation.
(2) Costs and benefits of large-scale undertakings
are shared.
This organization is of particular interest because
its objectives and operations most nearly match those of the
proposed Regional Center.
The primary differences are the sources of technology
and operating approach. PTI places a major emphasis on




Initiation of research and development on behalf of
its members.
Development of practical solutions to problems common
to local and state governments.
Development of transferable performance and cost
specifications for hardware and software widely uti-
lized by local and state governments.
Tests and demonstrations of new products and services
that will help governments operate more effectively.
Aggregation of local and state government markets to
justify the development by the private sector of new
or improved products and systems.
Operation of an aggressive science and technology
clearinghouse to inform members of improved products
and services.
Assistance and training for jurisdictions installing
or using new procedures or products.
Product evaluation of hardware and software with parti-
cular reference to requirements of local and state
governments. (PTI, 1971, p. 3)
It appears that most of PTI's efforts have concen-
trated on the identification of local needs and the
development of hardware products and computer technology.
The Regional Center will emphasize process innova-
tions as opposed to product innovations.
Those concerned with technology transfer or innovation
adoption should be concerned largely with process
innovations or new and better ways of improving the
outputs or services of local government. Concern,
then, with specific product adoptions should be
limited. Technology transfer agents should concern
themselves with general process improvements and
only incidentally with specific products. (Bingham, p. 11)
PTI's goals and methodology would seem to be on-track
and they are making a significant contribution. However, the
research data gathered for this thesis shows that there is
a long way to go and technology is not being transferred
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adequately to many cities. In fact, the response from city
managers is a mandate for the proposed Regional Center.
REGIONAL CENTER ORGANIZATION
1 . Organizational Flexibility
The business of technology transfer appears to be
conducted most effectively and efficiently by a flexible,
contingency type of organization. A perfect match between
formalized procedures and the necessities of daily operation
doesn't exist and probably never will. That is, a rigid,
standard operating procedure is inappropriate for effective
technology transfer. Management should stress flexibility
and innovation but not to the extreme of policy-by-improvi-
sion. The technology transfer organization should be a
living example of technology transfer itself.
Each item of technology representing a potential solu-
tion to a public sector problem will require its own
unique transfer strategy. (Hand, 1971, p. 48)
Consequently, the literature search efforts concen-
trated upon contingency types of management and flexible
organization. These included task forces, teams, program
managers and matrix organization.
As alluded to in previous chapters, an organization
will be much more effective if a measurement of effective-
ness system is inherent in its operations from its inception.
If a new organization is to justify its existence in this
period of critical scrutiny of cost-effectiveness, it must
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make a very conscious effort to continuously monitor its
performance. It must either "put-up or be put-out";
consequently, Chapter VI is devoted to this aspect of the
Regional Center's organization and operations.
A conscious effort should be made to delegate much
of the decision-making power down to the operational level
where first-hand information exists. This is especially
appropriate for situations of greater task uncertainty.
Therefore the greater the task uncertainty, the greater
the amount of information that must be processed in
order to insure effective performance (Galbraith , 1972,
p. 52).
It has also been found that more information must be
processed as the size of the organization increases or as
the mission (or product line) becomes more diversified.
2. A Case For Regional Design
Several strong arguments can be made for a regional
design whereby a Regional Center links suppliers and users
of technology within a several state region. These Regional
Centers might be linked in a loose federation at the National
level; however, at this time no strong evidence points that
this has any particular advantage.
A recent study for NSF shows that local government
innovations are diffused in a regional pattern; however,
national diffusion patterns do not manifest themselves.
(Bingham, p. 2, 3)
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Ten Federal Administration Regions provide a con-
venient and logical division for the Regional Centers for
technology transfer, see figure 10. They were established
in 1972:
(1) to facilitate interagency program coordination
(2) to deliver services that are unique to a region
or areas within a region and (3) to serve as a point
of contact for state and local governments with the
Federal government and to link Washington more
closely to the views, needs and interest of state
and local governments. (Study Committee On Policy
Management Assistance, 1975, p. 14, 15)
Alaska Havai Puerto Rks
Figure 10. THE TEN FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION REGIONS
This would facilitate a possible coordinating link
to the recently created Office of Science and Technology
Policy in the Executive Office (P.L. 94-282). Additionally,
a regional approach would help obtain regional grants as
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through the Joint Funding Simplification Act of 1974
administered by the General Accounting Office (GAO) whereby
a non-profit organization can obtain joint funding from
different programs or different agencies.
What has not been determined yet is the degree of
commitment to use this new machinery to achieve the
integration of programs at the State and local level.
So far, their use has fallen short of establishing
genuine partnerships with State and local governments
for the design, execution and coordination of Federal
programs by place or jurisdiction.
Current Federal programs are, with few exceptions,
designed without participation by the State and local
governments which they are intended to serve.
Federal agencies should more fully utilize integrated
planning, awarding and monitoring of Federal grants
based on the experience of the Integrated Grant
Administration Program and Joint Funding Simplification
Act, HUD's Planned Variations and Annual Arrangements,
DOT'S Unified Work Program Requirements and Intermodal
Planning Groups and other arrangements that promote
State and local participation in program formulation,
administration and evaluation. (Study Committee on
Policy Management Assistance, 1975, p. 16-17)
Another argument for the Regional Center (as opposed
to a National Center) is the more personalized, hands-on,
interaction with both suppliers and users through the use of
local, field agents (more about this later). The geographic
distribution of Federal Laboratories and the type of exper-
tise is ;not uniform across the Nation, but each region
exhibits a certain distinctive competence that should be
utilized by the local jurisdictions. And, obviously travel
expenses and telephone charges are factors favoring a




R&D centers should work primarily with state or local
users in their immediate vicinities, rather than try
to serve those at a distance, for the reason that
technology is best transferred by communication at
short and very personalized range. (Carey, 1973, p. 5)
Aggregation of market demands (user needs) appears
to be a viable goal on a Regional basis but much more diffi-
cult on a National basis. This market aggregation will be
an important part of the Center 1 s method of operation and it
attacks one of the innate deficiencies of the current
fragmented technology transfer efforts. The Center will
have a "corporate memory" of needs, solutions and technology
matches and a project for one city will frequently be
applicable to many other cities within the region and some-
times to other regions as well.
The regional and national planning process must take into
account the impact of technological change and the
governmental programs which reinforce that change.
Rational development planning cannot result from a frame-
work which does not recognize the relationship existing
between a particular region and the nation. (Hale,
1971, p. 35)
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS (OPERATIONS)
As mentioned previously, the questionnaire to California
City Managers was designed, in part, to solicit response on
operational procedures and proposed task preferences. The




1 . Regional Center Tasks
The literature suggested several tasks that might be
appropriate for the Regional Center and these were the basis
for questions 27 through 34, shown as follows:
Should a regional center become available, please rate
the following services in terms of potential value to
your city:
27. Short term education and training related to
city problems.
28. Clearinghouse service for matching problems
with available solutions.
29. Access to major data exchange services.
30. Focus for multi-city cooperation and idea
exchange on common problems.
31
.
Coordinate and aggregate individual city demands
for products and services so that the collective
demand yields required products and lower prices.
32. Track and coordinate federal policy, require-
ments, and programs.
33. Assistance in quantifying city problems and
evaluating new ideas.
34. What is the most valuable service that the
center could provide to your city?
The results of questions 27-33 are shown in the bar
graph in figure 11. The write-in results of question 34 are
segregated into nine categories as shown in figure 12. The
clearinghouse or solution-to-need matching function received
the highest write-in rating; likewise, question 28 scored
highest with a mean of 7.01 and a mode (most frequent
answer) of 8 out of a scale of 1-to-9. This choice was
particularly liked by the intermediate sized cities (50,000
















































































Figure 11. CITIES' RATING OF REGIONAL CENTER SERVICES
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Figure 12. WRITE-IN RESPONSES FOR MOST VALUABLE
CENTER SERVICE
for the Center to serve as a source for information on tech-
nology; i.e., a focal point for questions concerning
technology transfer. This choice was preferred by the
smaller cities of 10,000 to 50,000. The data for the very
small cities (less than 10,000) is nearly evenly distributed
over the nine categories of preferred services.
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The third largest category for question 34 is
designated as "other" and represents 15 percent of the total.
Some of these responses were quite interesting and are as
follows
:
Provide access to technology specifically geared to
small cities.
Advice on cost (benefit analysis).
Simplify or interpret federal procedures.
Assistance on goal directed budgeting effectiveness.
Computer programs for measurement of budgeting
effectiveness
.
Assistance with implementation and testing of
innovations.
Assistance with fiscal management.
An analysis of the data by city population shows that:
Smaller cities prefer the short-term training on
city problems more than larger cities (not
unexpected)
.
The clearinghouse function increases in its attrac-
tion as city population increases.
Access to data exchange services decreases in
popularity with increasing city population (not
unexpected)
Providing a focus for multi-city cooperation,
aggregation of demands, tracking federal policy, and
assistance in quantifying city problems decreased
markedly as city population increased (big cities
felt well satisfied in these areas).
A least-squares, best fit to some of this data, is shown in






















(1) Less than 10
(2) 10 - 30
(3) 30 - 50
(4) 50 - 100
(5) 100 - 300
(6) 300 - 1,000
(7) More than 1,000
Figure 13. TRAINING AND CLEARINGHOUSE FUNCTIONS
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Figure 14. DATA EXCHANGE AND MULTI-CITY FOCUS




Questions 35, 36, 37, 39 and 40 were designed to
explore the operational aspect of:
How do we transfer technology to the cities?
who pays for it?
The city managers were asked to rate the ideas stated as
follows
:
The technology exchange process is best accomplished
through person-to-person contact. Recognizing that the
cities are usually both shorthanded and constrained by
funding, how workable are the following ideas:
35. A city employee would temporarily work at the
Center on a multidisciplined team solving a
particular problem of interest to your city.
36. A Center employee (local agent concept) would
spend time working at the city.
37. City/Center personnel exchange.
39. If it can be shown that your city will benefit
significantly from the utilization of such a
regional center, rate the idea of your city
paying half the direct cost for services actually
rendered (Center would pick up all the indirect
costs plus half the direct costs).
40. What do you think would be the appropriate split
for funding the Center's operation (city's
share/Center's share)?
As evidenced by the statistical analysis, the city
managers overwhelmingly prefer a Center employee to work at
the city rather than be shorthanded by sending a city
employee to work at the Center. The idea of a city/Center
personnel exchange would seem to be most beneficial to both
the city and the Center. The responses were rather evenly
distributed between a low rating and a high rating with
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46.3 percent giving an unfavorable rating of less than 5 and
41.7 percent giving a favorable rating of greater than 5.
The probability of achieving a successful management
technology transfer is greater if the T.T. agent works
from within, assuming the role of a full-time member
of the organization, rather than approaching the transfer
as an outside consultant. (Bloom, 1970, p. 236)
A breakdown of the responses to questions 35, 36 and
37 by city population is shown in figure 15. The least-
squares, best fit to the data shows that:
The idea of sending a city employee to work at the
Center is increasingly more attractive as the city
population increases.
The ideas of a local agent and a city/Center person-
nel exchange are less attractive to larger cities.





















(1) Less than 10
(2) 10 - 30
(3) 30 - 50
(4) 50 - 100
(5) 100 - 300
(6) 300 - 1,000
(7) More than 1,000




3. City/Center Cost Sharing
Question 39 samples the city's willingness to pay
half of the direct costs for Center services actually
rendered, while the Center would pay all the indirect costs
plus the other half of the direct costs. The most frequent
answer was a (1) or lowest rating; however, the average
answer was 4.6 or nearly neutral. A breakdown by city
population shows little relation to the rating of this
question. Conversely, the respondent's years of service at
current job level are strongly related to. the rating of
this question; i.e., as shown in figure 16, the city managers
with more years of service gave a much higher rating to this



















Figure 16. CITIES' WILLINGNESS TO PAY ONE-HALF
OPERATING COST COMPARED TO YEARS OF SERVICE
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Question 40 calls for a write-in answer in order to
provide a feeling for what city managers consider as the
appropriate city's share of the Center's operating cost.
The most common response is a comment to the effect that not
enough background information is available to answer the
question. For the remaining two-thirds that did provide an
answer, the most frequent response is a 50/50 split between
the city and the Center. The mean value is a split of about
25/75.
There are several other funding suggestions by the
city managers. Eight percent suggested that the city pay
all the direct cost for specific services actually rendered.
Another eight percent suggested supporting the cost in
accordance with city population, and four percent suggested
making the city's share a function of the cost savings
benefits derived from the exchange interaction with the
Center. Other ideas mentioned included a funding split that
shifted city funding from a small amount to major funding as
the Center proves its worth with the test of time.
The responses to question 40 were compared by city
population, respondent's years at current job level, and
city characterization. The results plotted in figure 17
show that the city managers from larger cities favor the
city paying a higher percentage of the cost. The responses
are essentially independent of the number of years service









(1) Less than 10
(2) 10 - 30
(3) 30 - 50
(4) 50 - 100
(5) 100 - 300
(6) 300 - 1,000
(7) More than 1,000
Figure 17. CITIES' PROPOSED COST SHARING
city characterization, the only anomaly are the rural cities
which prefer a much lower city contribution toward the cost
of the Center's services. As noted, in the questionnaire
data, the rural cities indicated a high anticipated use of
the Center but a considerable- reluctance to share much of the
cost. Perhaps their tax base is such that their ability to
pay is less than average.
Resource availability, loosely defined as slack resources,
was an extremely important stimulus to innovation adop-
tion. Resources in the form of funds, equipment, and/or
specialized or expert assistance were found to be
directly or indirectly related to process and service
innovations in every case. In addition, in those cases
where a number of variables contributed independently
to innovation adoption, it was the external resources
which carried the greatest weight in stimulating
innovation. (Bingham, pp. 5, 6)
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COST ESTIMATE OF CENTER OPERATIONS
A cost estimate of the Regional Center's operating
expenses is useful for discussion purposes. As a point of
departure for considering estimated cost, data is abstracted
from an article by Richard Foster, where he shows that tech-
nology transfer has significant economies of scale. Assuming
that a staff of twenty-three professionals (16 permanent
staff and 7 IPA temporaries) can complete fifty transfers
per year, the fixed costs are estimated at $270,000 or
$5,400 per transfer. Estimated variable costs are $865,000
or $17,300 per transfer for a total annual cost of $1,135,000
or $22,700 per transfer. (Foster, 1971, p. 118) Admittedly
this is only a rough estimate based upon 1971 data for
industrial technology transfer; however, the figures seem to
apply reasonably well to the case of the Regional Center.
The Center should have its indirect costs covered by
grants from public interest groups representing State and
local government. Initial external funding would typically
phase-out as the Center matured and the direct costs were
recovered on a reimbursable arrangement with clients.
Some characteristics of a useful budget structure are
suggested by Melvin Anshen as:
First, the budget design should facilitate meaningful
measurement of the total costs of accomplishing defined
objectives. . .
.
Second, the budget structure should facilitate the
comparison of alternative ways to accomplish a given
objective. . .
.
Third, the budget presentation should clearly identify




Fourth, the budget design should facilitate comparison
of cost inputs and achievement output when related
segments of a single program are administered by-
different management units....
Fifth, the budget design should delineate the objec-
tives of discrete spending commitments in such terms
that significant cost-effectiveness (cost-utility)
analysis can be carried out....
Sixth, the budget design should make it possible to
aggregate related expenditures....
(Anshen, 1969, pp. 10-11)
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
The results of this research show that the vital ingredi-
ents are ready for a demonstration project on the Regional
Center for the Utilization and Transfer of Technology.
(1) Cities have demonstrated their desire and approval.
(2) Suppliers of technology are willing and ready.
(3) Considerable Congressional interest in the whole
technology transfer business.
(4) Passage of the National Science and Technology Policy
Organization and Priorities Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-282).
(5) Recent (July 21, 1976) nomination of Dr. H. Guyford
Stever as head of the Office of Science and Technology
Policy (which securely ties in the National Science
Foundation)
.
(6) Strong support from two productive Innovation Groups.
(7) National Science Foundation grants are available for
precisely this type of experimental project (the Division of




The Demonstration Project should concentrate its initial
efforts on linking the resources of the Federal Laboratory
Consortium with the distribution network provided by an
existing innovation group. The two regions which appear to
be the most likely candidates for initial Center operations
are Federal Region 9 (California, Hawaii, Nevada, Arizona)
and Federal Region 1 (Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine). The primary
reasons for this are the active inter-city innovation groups,
the existing high technology industry and the concentration
of Federal R&D laboratories.
CONCLUSIONS
An organization for the transfer of technology to State
and local governments is proposed based upon a review of the
literature, a study of existing technology transfer organiza-
tions, and discussions with experts in technology transfer.
The transfer process itself was employed to formulate
objectives and an organizational design based upon these
objectives.
Some of the critical parameters considered in the design
formulation are:
Strategic geographic location.
Flexible structure and interdisciplinary teams.
Person-to-person contact and local field agents.





High visibility and user rapport.
The organization proposed is a Regional Center for the
Utilization and Transfer of Technology. The region is
defined by the existing Federal Administration Regions.
The clearinghouse function of matching solutions and
needs is the most popular Center service, according to
California City Managers.
The idea of a local agent spending time at the city and
a city/Center funding split of 50/50 are most popular. The
larger cities and city managers with more years of service
were most affirmative.
It would be appropriate for the National Science
Foundation to provide a grant for a demonstration project.
The NSF funding would phase-out as the Center matured to the
fully operational phase. At that time, the indirect costs
should be covered by grants from public interest groups and
the cities should split the direct costs of services






HOW REGIONAL CENTER OPERATIONS CAN BE IMPROVED AND JUSTIFIED
Is it worth it?
Does it pay its way?
Can it be improved?
These are questions that get asked of organizations,
programs or projects. Even when not asked outright, they
are implied by the nature of long term success of an enter-
prise. The answers to these questions are not always
readily apparent. Data and supportive information must be
available and organized in a timely, coherent and comprehen-
sive way to give convincing, but honest, justification for
existance. An enterprise neglects appraisal, performance
evaluation, and measures of effectiveness at its peril.
The National Center for Productivity and Quality of
Working Life is a recent example of an operation under
pressure to "put up or be put out." The implementing legis-
lation contains language that will cause investigators at
the General Accounting Office to
...conduct comprehensive review of the Center's success,
failures, and effect on other Federal agencies within




Three important dimensions by which justification of




The benefits must be such that clients are willing to act
as sponsors or that public good is enhanced enough to
justify public sponsorship or combinations thereof.
1 . Urgency and Importance of Effectiveness Evaluation
With the urge to protect "image" by good performance
being self evedent, it is strange that there is almost a
complete lack of performance measurement systems in tech-
nology transfer organizations. For most of the transfer
activities, evaluative measurement has been left until last
and consists of historical review of whatever data and
documentation is available. Five plausible reasons for
neglect of organizational measurement systems are:
(1) Rational organizational design and good manage-
ment obviates the need.
(2) Objectives are tentative, and processes to
reach them have not matured.
(3) Performance and effectiveness are too difficult
to measure.
(4) Performance visibility could be unfavorable.




Only the first of these reasons requires further
explanation. In the design of organizations following
modern rational procedures, confidence of success may
unwittingly be presumed. After all, objectives were stated,
responsibility assigned, operations subdivided into tasks,
personnel selected to fit the job, etc.; so of course the
operation will be successful because that's the way it was
planned.
The Committee on Economic Development presents a
mature view of long-term tasks (such as productivity improve-
ment) that require continuing attention to every phase of
operation; i.e., there is no single correct approach.
Efforts to improve must recognize the interplay between
political forces and agency operations, between broad policy
consideration and detailed administrative matters, between
technology and people, between analytic technique and
bureaucratic behavior and between local prerogatives and
national responsibilities. (Committee on Economic Develop-
ment, 1976, p. 12)
A successful organization must have an awareness of
signals for change and improvement. It must also stand the
test of outside viewing by objective directors, clients and
sponsors. Regional Centers can and should provide informa-
tion and performance measurement systems that fill or
contribute to five important and urgent needs:





(4) Bench marks for public service and technology
moods.
(5) Bench marks for measuring the worth of R&D.
There is no standard repertoire of information
systems and performance measurements that apply to techno-
logy transfer organizations. ' Yet there is current interest
and experimentation in this area. Additionally, information
systems are used in organizations initiated for other
purposes and there is a vast literature and experience base
of support.
If knowledge from other fields is applied to meet
this current need for evaluation and performance measure-
ment, the following steps are implied:
Define the needs
Search for available ideas and technology
Match needs with available ideas
Adapt where necessary
Implement a program
Evaluate and improve on a continuing basis
This is an iterative process that integrates,
smooths and adapts with each succeeding interaction. The
remainder of this section is devoted to investigation and
study of effectiveness evaluation applied to technology




The objectives of this chapter are threefold, as
follows:
(1) Establish awareness of a key role, for improve-
ment and success, played by appraisal systems and effective-
ness measurements applicable to technology transfer
organization and operations.
(2) Provide off-the-shelf concepts for a perfor-
mance measurement base that can be readily implemented,
easily understood and administered in Regional Centers for
Utilization and Transfer of Technology. The performance
measurement base should include:
Internal management information system concepts
Justification response concepts for clients
and sponsors.
(3) Offer practical examples, models, formats,
criteria, and parameters for performance and effectiveness
evaluation adaptable for use with technology transfer.
EXISTING EVALUATION PROGRAMS
Ready-made, self-contained evaluation programs appli-
cable to Regional Centers are not available. Most
technology transfer programs, except for the Department of
Agriculture, Extension Service are still at infancy stages.
Credible and marketable performance evaluations for techno-
logy transfer are not fully developed. Literature search
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was undertaken in two directions:
(1) Review of literature on technology transfer for
evaluation criteria and assessment methods.
(2) Review of general literature on performance
evaluation and productivity measurement.
It was expected that crossing the information from these
two sources should provide a basic structure on which
information about specific situations can be arranged to
tailor or adapt a measurement program appropriate for
Regional Centers. Some of the specific situational infor-
mation comes from questionnaires, interviews and personal
contacts with potential clients and sponsors.
Evaluation is a part of rational strategy, and the
American passion for rationality has produced mountains of
literature on the general subject or on fragmented,
specialized aspects. The literature count was so vast and
ongoing that there was no hope of encompassment during this
investigation. Selected titles and summary documents were
sought as a means of covering this broad subject quickly.
Early exploration of the mountain brought glowing promise
of a wide selection of techniques and methods for use in
evaluating the effectiveness and impact of a Regional
Center. Strewn through the nuggets and gems of rational
programs, models and procedures were occasional warnings of
a sobering nature. The warning signals convey three
messages:
(1) Performance, effectiveness and productivity
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are difficult to measure.
(2) Evaluative measurements will not assure success
or improvement of an organization or program.
(3) There is no exclusive "right way" to accom-
plish broad and complex evaluations; people and situations
have modifying effects.
The following quotations provide warning for anyone
involved with evaluation systems:
Representatives from foreign productivity centers
gathered in Washington, D. C. .. .productivity measure-
ment received some consideration, but West German
representative's declaration that his country "has
given up" trying to quantify government productivity
met with sympathy from round table participants.
(Industrial Engineering, 1975, p. 5)
...the entire evaluation episode seemed to encourage
new problems within the EEP^ system. It created
considerable invalid information by encouraging the
developers to report only what the manager wanted to
hear; it drew the developers' attention away from
their central development work; and it reduced trust
all around. (McGowen, 1976, p. 246)
1 . Technology Transfer Performance Measurement
Literature Review
If rational strategy calls for evaluation of results,
it follows that evaluation reports should be available from
organizations that participate in the technology sharing
business. A literature search in this area was expected to
produce the most valuable and easily adapted systems,
concepts and procedures. They could be used as a basis for




The search produced evidence of great interest and
concern about the process of using technology and knowledge.
There are many organizations and agencies that are engaged
in operations classified as technology transfer; Appendix A
lists some of these. Not all of these operations are
accompanied by literature that evaluates performance. The
literature discovered has a broad scope but can be grouped
and categorized with examples as follows:
(1) Summary evaluations of many programs and
organizations (Roessner, NSF, 1975).
(2) Reports on a specific program or organization
(Radabaugh, 1976).
(3) Reports on specific facets of technology
utilization programs; e.g., communication channels, linker,
etc. (Allen, 1966; Farr, 1969; Jolly, 1974).
(4) Proposal for program design based on reviews
and evaluation (Cushen, 1976).
(5) Reports on measuring effectiveness (Early, 1975)
Most of the literature deals with evaluation after-the-
fact. Reviews of technology transfer programs come from
data that were available but generally not organized or
collected as a planned response to an explicit evaluation
program. The extrictable information takes the following
forms:
Qualities or characteristics of successful techno-





Isolated measures of effectiveness.
This information will be summarized later in this chapter in
the section on information assessment. The documentation
and description of complete evaluation programs were few.
2. Productivity Improvement Measurement
Literature Review
In addition to the literature associated with tech-
nology there is a vast reservoir of information on perfor-
mance measurements and evaluation of productivity in
general. One of the most profound resources in this area
was a study report on the R&D Productivity (Hughes Aircraft
Company, 1974). It combines survey work with 27 organiza-
tions; questionnaire responses of 350 supervisors,
requesting information on currently used techniques for
measuring and improving productivity; discussion with
prominent consultants in the management field; and a year
long search for current literature applicable to R&D
Productivity (a listed bibliography of 744 documents dealing
with all aspects of the subject). Other literature findings
describe the results or operations of special measurement
or analysis techniques including computer data processing
applications. The mood of public agencies, possible
sponsors and concerned committees are represented in docu-
ments that indicate future encouragement or requirements to
measure, report and audit performance or productivity.
(Committee for Economic Development, 1976)
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3. Questionnaire, Interviews, Personal Contacts
A performance evaluation system designed purely from
an academic approach or from idealized assumptions is apt
to cause disappointment. Realism and practicality can be
injected by tapping information within the environment
where productivity and program effectiveness is to be
measured.
Cities and local governments are intended to be
prime users of the Regional Center. Questionnaires were
sent to the membership of the City Managers Department of
the League of California Cities. This questionnaire is
shown in Appendix H. The information request was multipur-
pose with one group of questions probing for a city staff
appraisal of capabilities to outline goals, formulate
problems, evaluate alternatives and use techniques for
measuring effectiveness. Staff members of a smaller group
of cities were interviewed to permit direct contact and
interchange of ideas. Additional details about data that
are available or currently collected and used for effective-
ness measures were obtained.
Personal contact and opinions were sought from
individuals with demonstrated interest and operating experi-
ence in technology transfer programs. Individual contacts
occurred primarily at conferences or organized meetings
such as regional and international meetings of: the
Technology Transfer Society, City Manager Department of the
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League of California Cities, the Federal Laboratory Consor-
tium. Additionally, the early concepts of a Regional
Center were proposed and supported by members of the
National Science Foundation, the Naval Postgraduate School,
California Innovation Group, and the Federal Laboratory
Consortium. On-going contact with each of these groups
provided a critique and added information about effective-
ness measurement systems and the environments in which they
must function.
EVALUATION PROGRAM INFORMATION ASSESSMENT
1 . Technology Transfer Evaluation Assessment
A chart was devised (Table VII) to score the key
characteristics or parameters of successful technology
transfer projects and programs. It provides the means of
summarizing the findings from a large number of documents
in a visibly perceptable way. It permits categorization by
interest and indication of importance level by counting the
number of references to specific characteristics or para-
meters. The numbers at the top of the chart correspond to
reference documents listed by number in Appendix E. The
numbers in the body of the chart are page numbers of the
documents where corresponding factors are discussed. A





TABLE VII. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER SUCESS ATTRIBUTES ASSOCIATED
BY DOCUMENT REFERENCE NUMBER
SUCCESS ATTRIBUTES
Document Number (Appendix E)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9




Frequent communications T 4 y/ 5 3 6
External resources
(flexible support) •
Unique individual (advocate) / 7-14
Client oriented (feedback,
identified market) •
2 7 7-30 4 7 1
Urgent need (pull market) / 2
Institutionalized
(formal transfer staff) 4 >/ 5 7-31 5
Field organization 3 7-30 4
Mandate (charter, policy,
top management support) 3 11 7
Dedicated budget 3 5
Sales perspective (marketing) 5 13 10 3
Assessment (evaluation,
accountability) 5 7-40 4 31
Broad training y/ 7-39 3
Recognized expertise 7-16 5 6





dissemination, replication) 12 10
Catalyst (change agent)
Note: Numbers in the body of the table are page numbers (4),
chapter and page (7-30), checks are for general reference.
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TABLE VII. (EXTENDED)
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
2 5 2 71 5
5 2 2 14 7 35 5
7 5 6 5
3 1 5
5 10
5 7 2 6 6 4 33 66
1 5 5 76






6 8 131 3
6
•
3 15 4 33 65 5 133 2
2 5 9 36 82 5 163
5 2
6 6 3 / 5
10 10 8 27 65 5 / 2







TABLE VIII. BARRIERS TO TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ASSOCIATED
BY DOCUMENT REFERENCE NUMBER
TRANSFER BARRIERS
Document Nuniber (Appendix E)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Communications (coded language) 6 11 7
Lack of a change agent 8
Crossing system boundries 24 7
Weak knowledge/skill base 22 8
Risk 11 10 /
Image (middleman status) 7-5 7
Decision time window and
sequential approval process 7-7 23
Transiency 7-38 /
Political solutions 6
Diverse groups (conflicts) J 28 6
Not invented here 17 11
Government intervention
(statutes, regulations) 16











Note: Numbers in the body of
chapter and page (7-5),
the table are page numbers (6),




Document Reference Number (Appendix E)




/ 6 1 82 5 32
3 10 1
76 14
/ • 4 9 3 6 79 35 1
4 82











• 8 32 1/
/ 6
• / 6 17
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A corresponding chart in Table VIII displays barrier
factors hindering the transfer process. Appendix C provides
another listing of barriers not restricted to literature
citations. One quickly notices that many of the barriers
are simply the inverse or lack of qualities in the former
chart. Other barriers are unique. The charts give only a
brief description of both the good features and barriers to
technology transfer. Hopefully they provide enough infor-
mation to the reader to crystalize thoughts about
measurement and evaluation programs. Much like the doctor f s
diagnostic work, performance evaluation methodology should
find data that signals health or sickness in an organized
program. The two charts are a clinical history of many
technology transfer projects and programs. As history-
builds with time, ongoing charts of success factors and
barriers would build a base for better understanding.
There is no guarantee that the charts presented are complete,
Shortcomings are noted as follows:
The search for clinical history was extensive but
not exhaustive.
Many success factors are assumed rather than
expressed.
Barriers may yet appear that have not been tested.
A review of the charts shows no particularly surprising
elements. It is clinical history as reported by current
literature. Thus, as a consolidated listing it provides




A performance check for health in the technology trans-
fer system of a Regional Center must obtain data from various
points within the system. The simplified model of effec-













Figure 18. SIMPLIFIED MODEL FOR EFFECTIVENESS
MEASURES OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
The three areas of input, transfer and output of the
system must supply data for performance measurement. The
clinical charts deal most directly with the transfer area
but since the Regional Center is connected with inputs and
outputs, the sources and users must provide part of the
performance data. Performance at the output is especially
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important because it determines the ultimate value and
benefits that justify a transfer system. The next section
deals with assessment of information on effectiveness
evaluation in local government.
2. Evaluation Experience in Local Government
Questionnaire analysis of city innovative experi-
ences : the ratings of performance and effectiveness of
technology transfer centers are closely related to the
benefits obtained by the users when an innovation or new
technology is adopted. If technology is shared with local
government because of actions at Regional Centers, the real
benefit must be measured in the local government
environment.
The research questionnaire sent to city managers in
local government included a group of questions intended to
probe the level of innovative experience and determine the
background for performance measurement. Answers were
sought to questions paraphrased as follows:
(1) Have cities had innovative experiences?
(2) How do city staff feel about innovative
experiences?
(3) Are there pressures to try innovation?
(4) Where do the pressures come from?
(5) What background and experience is avail-
able for measuring the benefits of an innovation?
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(6) What factors prevent adoption of new tech-
nology and innovation?
A copy of the questionnaire has been included as Appendix H
where the wording of specific questions (number 13 through
26) can be found. Tabulated responses grouped according to
the list above follows as a part of the text.
Figure 19 shows the extent of innovative experi-
ences and success rated by city staff. The data indicates
that many cities have innovative experiences and the trend
is toward general satisfaction or a rating of success.
Forty respondents out of the 114 total left a blank answer
to questions on the number or experiences. This was not
taken as "no innovative tries", because 108 responses were
given on the subsequent question rating innovative success.
The responses were plotted to identify relation-
ships between demographic data (city population, character-
istics, etc.) and answers to various questions. Figure 20
plots the least squares fit of data for relating innovative
success and city population. Success was perceived to
increase with city population. Only cities characterized
as recreational rated themselves far below average.
Are the cities under pressure to innovate (Question
17)? On the 1-to-9 rating scale, between strongly disagree
and strongly agree, the mean response was 6.2 and the
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HOW DO CITY STAFF FEEL ABOUT INNOVATIVE EXPERIENCES?
Success Rating Scale




Figure 19. INNOVATIVE EXPERIENCES IN CALIFORNIA CITIES
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Figure 21 shows the relationship of pressure
increasing with city population. All recreational cities
responded with lower than average pressure ratings.
In response to question 18, about the origin of
pressure, the write-in answers are listed along with
mentioned frequency for each:
Within city staff (25)
From city council (20)
Economic situation (20)
From citizens (19)
From special interest groups (5)
Evidently most of the pressure on local government to
provide innovative solutions to a problem comes from inside.
The city management, elected officials and economic
situation are prime movers in the search for new ideas.
Effectiveness evaluations were not anticipated as
formal programs in all cities. However, most local govern-
ments were expected to have experience in related areas.
Goal selection, problem statement, benefit determination,
and idea evaluation are all part of effective evaluation.
The results of questions to local government about activi-
ties in these areas are supplied in Table IX. It indicates
that local governments are operated with a short term view
(question 13) of the world and that data on goal achievement
(question 15) may be difficult to find. These two questions
have the highest and lowest mean and the disparity is










(1) Less than 10
(2) 10 - 30
(3) 30 - 50
(4) 50 - 100
(5) 100 - 300
(6) 300 - 1,000'
(7) More than 1,000
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EXPERIENCES AND ACTIVITIES OF LOCAL GOVERJMMENT

























26 Use of procedures for
new idea evaluation
4.9 5 2.1
Note: Each response to a questionnaire provided a rating
on a scale of one-to-nine.
Mean = averaged responses.
Mode = most frequent or popular answer.
Standard Deviation = measure of data grouping
around the mean.
The remaining questions have more replies in the
neutral area, with the mean and mode nearly coincident at
the midpoint of the rating scale. The standard deviations
associated with the answers to the questions indicate that




Figure 22 shows that the difficulty of stating
problems in a way that they can be acted upon was distri-
buted uniformly regardless of city population. Figure 23
shows the trend for larger cities to rate their use of
evaluation techniques higher than small cities. This is no
surprise, larger cities usually have more staff available
as well as more sophisticated data record systems.
The factors that prevent innovation and adoption of
ideas are rated in first, second and third order. Figure 24
charts the responses on a percentage basis. Any system for
technology transfer to local government that is prepared to
deal with:
(1) Funds (financial sources)
(2) Information on available technologies and ideas
(3) City acceptance and decision processes
(4) Technical skills
will cover 65 to 85 percent of the constraints that concern
cities in search of solutions to problems.
Interview analysis of city performance measures :
the city managers and staff members of seven cities were
interviewed to gain a depth of understanding that is rarely
achievable by questionnaire. Informal discussion about
innovative experiences and performance measurement systems
provided a basis for exchanging ideas. A prepared list of
performance measurement parameters was used to tally the












Ly 1- 1 1 1 1 1
Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7
City Population
Figure 22. DIFFICULTY OF STATING
PROBLEMS BY CITY POPULATION
Population Key
(Thousands)
(1) Less than 10
(2) 10 - 30
(3) 30 - 50
(4) 50 - 100
(5) 100 - 300
(6) 300 - 1,000
(7) More than 1,000
Low 1 12 3 4 5 6 7
City Population
Figure 23. RATING OF EVALUATION
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Figure 24. CITY RESPONSE ON CONSTRAINTS TO INNOVATION
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Room was left to add parameters as they came to mind. The
list of parameters and summarized tally for six cities are
provided in Table X (one city did not respond to the listing).
Individual sheets for each of six cities are collected in
Appendix G. The city populations (thousands) in ascending
order are: 25, 50, 65, 100, 550, 780. These data show
some cities have very complete measurement systems while
others have reduced capabilities and are not oriented to
making use of available data. Highly descriptive ratio
parameters like cost/benefits and cost/effectiveness were
employed by three out of the six cities.
A Regional Center cannot depend on local government
clients to have experience and a ready-made data base to
support performance evaluation of technology transfer
projects. This leads to a prime prospect for transfer:
performance measurement and evaluation systems and methods.
The cities that currently have well established, working
systems could make a transfer to other cities that need
systems. Additionally, city contact with the Center would
offer working experience in the evaluation area.
The Committee on Economic Development makes an
assessment and suggests a thrust for the future:
At the state and local government level, effective
performance auditing would require better standards
and evaluative criteria than now exist. (Committee
on Economic Development, 1976, p. 59)
State governments should also provide financial and
technical assistance to local governments for the
purpose of developing and implementing performance




PERFORMANCE AM) EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES
USED BY CITIES (INTERVIEW SUMMARY)
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS
A* No. projects initiated/completed
3. Time to do the job
C. Meet objectives ••
D. $ benefits/^ costs '
E. Effectiveness/^ costs
F. Ho. of added employed/displaced
G. Industrial/commercial/residential growth
H. Inquiries/response time ...
I. Employee satisfaction/turnover .
J. Citizen satisfaction (gripes/compliments
K. Activity reports . • •
L. Planning reports ...
M. Sources of Funds
N. Do More for a given budget
0. Budget status • • • •
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Note: Populations of cities visited for interviews
(thousands) 25, 50, 65, 100, 550,780.
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techniques or programs that have the greatest likeli-
hood of success, and undertaking other programs that
would improve productivity. (p. 71)
...federal assistance to states and localities serves
a variety of purposes and cannot be directed solely
to the interest of productivity improvement. However,
the power to grant or withhold funds is the most
potent source of pressure that can "be brought to bear
on state and local officials to improve productivity.
(p. 73) _
The information assembled during this investigation
provides direction for planning and implementing an effec-
tiveness evaluation for technology transfer programs. It
provides a convincing basis for need and gives evidence that
there are pockets of support for the concept. General
comments about scope, depth and complications of evaluation
systems bring this section to close.
Evaluation programs have important directions and
ends that may be in conflict. On one hand, there is expec-
tation for a broad management device, designed for many
purposes and aimed at many audiences. One program, developed
by consultants, for the U. S. Education Agency was intended:
...to use evaluation evidence to understand how the
program affected students; to make decisions about
money; and to make decisions about monitoring,
replicating and disseminating the innovation. In
addition evaluation would justify the program to
the public, and especially to the Congress. .. .It
was intended to manifest a commitment to rigorous
evaluation for all to see. (McGowan, 1976, p. 245)
Such an idealistic program would seem fitting for a Regional
Center that transfers technology. On the other hand, a
learned study group proclaimed:
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To be effective, any system of productivity
evaluation must be readily understood, simple to
implement, easy to administer, and clearly cost-
effective. It should require minimal paperwork,
and - especially important - it must be timely.
(Hughes Aircraft Company, 1974, p. 51)
These two views on evaluation programs are not
necessarily at odds but they tend to pull in opposite direc-
tions. Good management must provide the proper balance and
perspective.
Evaluation programs are not quick solutions to
immediate problems. They are long term tasks.
With any activity, the essential priority is to
devote continual attention to its major purpose,
however difficult that may be to define. Intangible
goals must be redefined in terms of more specific
and tangible objectives that can be measured. Only
then can resources be allocated toward their accom-
plishment, strategies and activities planned and
carried out, responsibilities for actions assigned
to specific people, and performance ultimately
evaluated so that someone can be held accountable
for results. (Committee on Economic Development,
1976, p. 17)
Strong signals from literature sources provide basic
guidance for evaluation programs. The most profound are:
Balance depth and breadth with simplicity and
workability.
No simple, correct and enduring system.
Building on this foundation, the next exploration is
for details in the field of the technology transfer that can
be measured and managerially controlled to provide success-
ful operations and recognition of opportunities to improve.
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INTEGRATED REQUIREMENTS FOR EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION PROGRAM
A center organized to transfer technology should be
receptive to transfers and imports of technology for its own
behalf. This includes performance and effectiveness
evaluation programs. "Not invented here" would be an
appropriate slogan (not exclusively, of course) for Regional
Center operations.
The objective of the Center would be to provide informa-
tion that directors and managers of the Center can use to
measure accomplishments, improve operations, monitor prog-
ress, aid decisions and justify existance to sponsors and
clients. The expectations for transfer of a complete pro-
gram are slight.
A survey of 25 Federal agencies with technology transfer
and research utilization programs shows activity in the
evaluation and assessment area but did not identify a com-
plete and outstanding program. (Roessner, 1975, p. 5)
Current status is characterized by:
Wide variety, few common measures.
Informal feedback from users.
Few quantitative measures.
No basis for comparison across programs.
Minority use of formal survey methods.
Minority use of output or impact measures.
Popular use of input and activity measures.




There are other sources for performance evaluation
programs, such as cities, business organizations, etc.;
but it seems clear that parts and pieces must be selected,
adapted and assembled to form an appropriate and complete
program. Subsequently, the character of collected inputs
are expected to provide:
Multiple measures.
Wide selection for measurement choice.
Dynamic response (adaptive, improve with time).
Quantitative measures, primary.
Qualitative measures, secondary.
Emphasis on measures of impact, output or end use.
Key role for managers.
Multi-purpose use.
It seems futile and contradictory to present a rigid
program idealized from the view point of the authors and
simultaneously proclaim an adaptive system with key roles
for management. Therefore, this research collection will
adhere to basic principles, and will supply ideas and
sample products, and give direction to sources for transfer
on a more intimate basis. This should provide, at least,
something to work from even if the beginning must be simple
and manually implemented. The goal to work toward is a
comprehensive, automated system that is standardized where
possible.
Performance measurement does not assure improvement or
justification; it is a first step. If appropriate care is
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taken, the measurement system becomes part of the workday
operation; unobtrusive rather than an additional duty, a
side issue or diversion.
The National Center for Productivity and Quality of
Working Life should be cultivated as a supportive ally and
"network central" for current information and techniques.
1 . Technology Transfer Models
Models that are descriptive of the transfer process
provide the conceptual basis for instituting a performance







Organizational level at which measurements
are made
Evaluation audience
The series of figures in Appendix B, model various
aspects of technology transfer collected from different
points of view. Each has a similarity in flow process, but
text figure 25 emphasizes the concepts of performance
measurement systems. Figure 26 describes the organizational
levels at which measurements are possible and indicates the
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Figure 26. ORGANIZATIONAL LEVELS AT WHICH
EVALUATIONS CAN BE MADE
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The transfer process is initiated by a cross connec-
tion or linking process where problems and needs are linked
to solutions and answers. Figure 27 is a simple depiction
of this process (included are organizational activities
that require similar linking processes). The quality-
control and performance measures in commercial activities
of this sort are a potential source of transfer information
for the Center.
The connection process is a first step. It occurs
in a dynamic environment. Fields of interest, problems and
solutions are always changing; it seems evident that communi-
cation concepts should be developed that would provide the
users with ready access to what has already been done and
confidence of future access to new developments.
A project portfolio for technology transfer could
provide introduction of products and services with a variety
of progressiveness and uncertainty to fit needs and capa-
bilities of a diverse client group. Figure 28 shows a
plausible distribution of relative numbers of projects along
an axis of continually increasing uncertainty from the old,
tried and tested to items in a conceptual phase.
An audit of the numbers and types of successful
transfers would provide measurement information to guide the
distribution of marketable projects. This may appear trivial
but study results of NASA technology utilization indicates







































Figure 28. PROJECT PORTFOLIO FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
product awareness, evaluation, prototype modeling and
marketing (Kottenstette, 1972, p. 11); figure 29 shows the
results. It appears that for all the action in awareness
and evaluation stages there are but a few marketable or
transferred items. The danger of concentrating transfer
activities at the uncertain end of the scale is a large
indulgence of effort with small likelihood of success.
Turning knowledge into action requires a sequence of
events and shrinkage of commitments that are likely to














SOURCE: NASA TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION OFFICE
DENVER RESEARCH INSTITUTE REPORT
Figure 29. FOUR STAGES IN THE TRANSFER PROFILE
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The scientist may produce information relevent to
political and economic choice, but such information
need not come to the attention of those responsible
for policy and practice; or if it does, they need not
understand it; or if they do understand it, they need
not be motivated to use it; or if they are motivated
to use it, they need not have the skills or resources
to take the action that is indicated. To create a
viable institutional linkage between the scientist
and the decision maker may be the most difficult
problem of all. (Solo, 1975, p. 35)
A conceptual model of the stages and sequences
between knowledge and utilization will aid performance and
assist in measuring problem areas. Figure 30 shows a model
of series switches, all of which must be closed to form the
complete circuit from need to use. At each stage there is
a possibility of project attrition as depicted in the
upper graph. Not all projects encountered at a Regional
Center would start in the same stage, require effort at
all stages or occur in the same sequence, but the general-
ized concept would be the same.
Keeping track of completed stages and scheduling
effort for upcoming stages would be an important organiza-
tional requirement affecting performance during the transfer
process. Often the time window for project completion and
satisfaction of an urgent need is short, and if the switches
are not closed within a given time, interest and support
wanes. The transfer may end up as a dropout. An Adminis-
trative Calendar of Events (ACE) , as employed by the City
of Camarillo, CA, may be a tool appropriate for keeping






















NOTE: TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER BECOMES
COMPLETE WHEN THE SERIES OF SEQUEN-
TIAL SWITCHES ARE ALL CLOSED (ALL
TRANSFER STAGES COMPLETE). A SWITCH
LEFT OPEN (STAGE INCOMPLETE) CAN
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Figure 30. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER GAUNTLET MODEL
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ACE-charting as a technique includes overtones of work
measurement, management by objective, organizational
development cash flow prediction, and legislative
concurrence The procedure is derived from a
combination of PERT-charting (Performance Evaluation
and Review Technique) , The Critical Path Method
approach with team-building techniques built into the
process. ...In its finished form ACE-charting
represents a booklet comprising the various projects
and tasks that an organization anticipates in the
coming fiscal year. (Boehm, 1975, p. ii)
This type of charting is particularly attractive
because it includes decision processes like legislative
concurrence. Technologists watch their technology lay
dormant for long periods because they do not understand how
to drive it through the decision process.
The development of models to help us conceptualize the
many systems in our universe provides a means for
intelligently grappling with reality. Through the use
of models we may perceive systematic relations, postu-
late systems performance or behavior, and exercise
some degree of control over our environment.
(Alexander, 1974, p. 34)
These few models of technology transfer systems and
operations are useful while considering performance evalua-
tion. Constructing models with greater detail is possible
but value would be derived only if the Regional Center fits
the details. The Center is not yet a reality so more
detail at this point has no guarantee of payoff.
The models, coupled with organization objectives,
organization design and historical experience, as represented
in the success factors chart and barriers chart, are planning
tools for performance evaluation.
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2. Management Information Systems
Management requires information to motivate and
control operations along an effective and efficient course.
Measurement of results provides the best means of choosing
activities that provide payoff for output objectives.
Activity reports and status reports are prime
formats for internal management information systems. These
reports can be correlated with measurements of output
objectives to provide a guide for operational improvement
and justification for existence.
The flow process in figure 25 suggests three
categories of information systems that roughly fit the three




The data base is an inventory system of knowledge
about needs and resources. The inventory is not depleted
by filling requests. If a client wants solutions to a
problem, the technology inventory is scanned for a matching
solution, a near fit, or the client must be told that
nothing is available.
Processing and analysis are operations and production
systems. Material and knowledge are inputs that require
assembly into products reports, services, and etc. that go
forward to the marketing system.
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If these conceptual liberties are allowed, there
are ideas about information systems and reporting that can
be transferred from the formal technology of information
system analysis.
Table XI is an outline of reports and types of data
that would contribute to management understanding control,
and improvement. It is modeled from applications of infor-
mation systems (Alexander, 1974). Other technology
applications are possible for evaluations and performance
monitoring. The listings in Table XII are additional
concepts and techniques suggested for use in Department of
Defense program evaluation studies. (DOD Instruction, 1972,
encl. 4)
Even with all these methodologies, Government
Agencies have for the most part neglected marketing
decisions and analyses.
With few exceptions, federally funded civilian
research and development programs never reach the
citizenry. .. .The problems lie in government's
extremely poor perception of the marketplace and a
working ignorance of equally important non-technical
elements. (Government Executive, 1976, p. 49)
Performance evaluation and market analysis are a
natural couple for evaluative efforts that touch the impact
or output side of the transfer system. Heenan, writing for
the Harvard Business Review, takes stock of quantitative
tools for analyzing complex issues and confirming intuitive
impressions.
Multivariate analysis (MVA) represents one "of the
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SOME CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES
USED IN
ECONOMIC ANALYSES/PROGRAM EVALUATION STUDIES
The following techniques can be useful in performing
either an economic analysis or a program evaluation and
represent some of the methods for supporting the desired
aim of an economic analysis, namely to provide information
for solving problems of choice. However, neither economic
analysis nor program evaluation are synonymous with the
application of sophisticated techniques, and many important
analyses may not use them.











Engr. Method of Cost
Estimating
Gaming
























companies to understand their business more fully. Many-
types of analysis are provided as canned programs ready for
the computer. MVA provides quantitative methods that can
evaluate the complex and intangible factors that influence
the consumer of private or public goods. The multivariate
techniques are classified on the basis of two possible uses:











Most decisions made by managers, businessmen, and
consumers are multidimensional; and recent refinements in
MVA enables analysis of tough-to-quantify trade-offs in-
cluding the following brief descriptions associated with
the previous listing:
Derives quantitative scales from qualitative
data.
Defines functional relationships for group
assignment.
Fits smooth trend lines to variables.
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Identifies key variations in quantitative
factors.
Identifies sets of variables most closely
asscoiated.
Summarizes large numbers of variables into
smaller concise groups.
Subgroups variables with greatest similarity.
Sorts companies or products that compete most
effectively with each other along with the terms of the
competition.
Managers should not be captivated by canned programs
but awareness of existing techniques may lead to judicious
use and improved performance.
The measurements applied thus far are appropriate
to project, program and group activity. Performance evalu-
ation of individuals is also under careful consideration.
Management by Objectives (MBO) would be a common recommen-
dation. However, consideration of another transfer is
appropriate. The city of Sunnyvale, working with a private
accounting firm Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Company and the
federal General Accounting Office, developed a performance
auditing system.
Performance auditing is not an extra frill tacked on
to a governmental operation. It involves the substance
of the operation. It will take more trained personnel,
better information systems, and improved goal setting
processes to fully utilize performance auditing. The
next steps Sunnyvale is taking are in that direction.
(Sunnyvale, 1975, p. 12)
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This city has an Employee Achievement Program with work
objectives and individual contracts with its employees. A
regional technology transfer system might improve perfor-
mance at the level of individuals if proper incentives are
included with performance auditing.
As performance evaluation data is summarized for
higher and higher levels of management, the emphasis shifts
toward general policy direction and justification.
3. Justification Program for Regional Centers
During a start up period, it is difficult to assure
that a new technology transfer system will provide tangible
benefits that exceed costs. In the long run, however such
a system should be able to justify its costs and support
with evidence of benefits that unquestionably outweigh
costs.
Benefits come in many kinds, some difficult to
measure, especially in monetary terms, and others with
easy measures of worth. As activities at a Regional Center
mature and the scope of projects broaden it is likely that
technology improvements transferred to clients will show
a proportion of measureable monetary benefits that justifies
cost. Economists have estimated a forty percent improvement
in economic production as a return for the input factor of
improved technology. Thus while some projects or aspects
of projects may be difficult to measure properly, the
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overall program of the Center should be evaluated and
justified on a monetary basis.
Monetary valuation of savings and benefits should
be accomplished by capable individuals close to the point
of program use. The user client should be asked to respond
with careful estimates of project costs and savings or
benefits that resulted. The time period for reaping
savings and benefits are also important.
If one is able to conquer the monetary valuation
problem, the period of performance accountability causes
a perplexing problem. Some technology transfer efforts may
take a long time before benefits occur.
Time and costs expended today may not have a
measurable affect until a year or two later. How do you
justify the cost now? A factoring method with probability
estimates is a common approach. Figure 31 depicts an
approach where benefits are assigned dollar values
(estimates) that are modified by probabilities that the
transfer or project will be completed (Hendrickson, 1974).
The process requires a series of decisions and
estimates:
Is there a benefit involved?
What type of information is supplied?
What percentage of total benefits are attri-
buted to the transfer effort?
What probability of implementation?





























INVESTMENT! BENEFIT $ BENEFIT $ BENEFIT
STARTING AT DECISION A, ASERIES OF DECISIONS ARE SHOWN THAT MAKE IT POSSIBLE
TO EVALUATE THE DOLLAR BENEFIT OF THE ANSWER TO A TECHNICAL QUESTION
SUPPLIED TO AN ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION BY A RESEARCH LABORATORY.




The most difficult struggle comes with estimating benefits
and probabilities in a distant and uncertain future. If
the estimates are good, the model will respond realisti-
cally except for discounting the time value of money
(benefits received in the future)
.
An alternate approach is to assume an ongoing
organization with cost lines and benefit lines continuous
through time. Only real historical costs and benefits are
counted. The procedural steps for a project are:
(1) Log cost at time incurred.
(2) Log benefits/savings at time of occurrence.
(3) Discount benefits/savings for time value of
money (net present value at time of associated costs, 10%
interest)
.
(4) Estimate the percentage of casual contribution.
(5) Relocate net present benefits modified by
percent contribution and cost proportions to time of costs.
(6) Examine cost-benefit ratio.
Figure 32 models hypothetical cost outflow and
benefit inflow to aid the visualization of analysis. Costs
of ten and five dollars are shown occurring- in successive
years. In the third year there is a fifty dollar benefit,
fifty percent of which is attributed to the efforts and
transfer processes of the Center. The net present values
of proportioned benefits are $7.58 and $13.77 associated



























-BY COST AND PRESENT
VALUE.
Figure 32. ACCUMULATING COST-BENEFIT FLOW MODEL
FOR EVALUATING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
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are favorable. This procedure would take place for all
completed Center projects through time.
Overall cost-benefit analysis can be measured for
any historical period by summing the costs and benefits
over the interval. However, the narrower the time period
chosen and the nearer real-time, the more biased the
measure toward reduced benefits (conservative). The wider
the period, the more numerous the projects and the more
historical in time, the better the estimate (approaches
actuarial). These estimates could be used to calibrate the
Hendrickson model for subsequent estimates of current or
future periods.
Quantitative estimates (dollars) if reliable and
valid are the surest source of justification for a produc-
tive Regional Center. It provides a tangible output
measure that can also be used to measure incremental ongoing
improvements.
Discussions with city personnel indicate that there
is interest and some experience in cost-benefit analysis,
but not every city is capable of dealing with it immediately.
Also, qualitative benefits should be considered as
a part of the evaluation process. Narrative descriptions
of benefits are appropriate.
. . . inability to measure tasks quantitatively should
not cause concern; where quantitative measurement is
not feasible, qualitative assessment offers a logical
and viable alternative. .. .Tasks that have been tradi-
tionally immeasurable may, in time, become measurable
- only to be replaced by more advanced immeasurable
tasks. (Hughes Aircraft Company, 1974, p. 50)
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An evaluation program provides some built-in protec-
tion for clients of the Center, in that, Center justification
is enhanced most by transferring technology projects with
the greatest return of benefits and savings.
4. Data Files for Evaluation Programs
Data files, summarization and analysis presents a
set of problems for any information or performance measure-
ment system. The collection of data should be unobtrusive
(where possible) and as much in-line with every day work
activities as possible.
Data burdens quickly become extraordinary in broad
perspective evaluation programs. Computer aids are very
desirable. There are a number of packaged programs useful
for performance evaluation. Even general purpose packages
like the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) are
readily adapted to record keeping, analysis, and data
display. The analysis includes specified collections of
statistics adaptable to evaluation interests of technology
transfer systems (Suess, 1976). When the environment
permits additional sophistication, a specific automated
information system should be evaluated for cost-effectiveness
use at the Center.
Aimed at surveying the state-of-the-art of information
processing systems in cities and counties across the
country and determining what is workable and what is
not, the URBIS Project (Urban Information Systems), is
being conducted by the Public Policy Research Organi-
zation of the University of California. The data from
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a survey of 700 communities is currently being analyzed
and should provide an important source for information
transfer. (Davis, 1976, p. 16)
5. Acceptance and Success of Evaluation Programs
In a survey, member companies of the Industrial
Research Institute were asked to respond to the following.
question:
Have you made a substantial and meaningful effort to
improve and stimulate productivity and creativity
through the development and/or application of programs
which in your judgement are consistent with state-of-
the-art in the management and behavioral sciences?




37 Programs have satisfactory results
39 Programs in current use
21 Programs with documented results
18 Programs with no documentation
No new or novel programs were described
Table XIII classifies the programs used to improve
creativity and productivity. Many of the companies were
thoroughly satisfied with their programs to encourage inno-
vation and improve effectiveness. There is good reason to
believe that a program developed for Regional Centers would
find acceptance and be successful if it stays close to the
original intent of improving operations at the Center,





CLASSIFICATION OF PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO
IMPROVE CREATIVITY & PRODUCTIVITY
PROGRAM ORIENTAT1[ON
Program Level People Process
Individual -Investment sharing -Training programs in:












Group -Matrix management -Project selection
(Projects) -Group dynamics labs -Project planning &
-Team building labs control
-Brainstorming -Improve collaboration
-Synectics amoung R&D groups
-Project team
composition
Organization -Establish manage- -Establish clear &
(Results & ment commitment meaningful goals/
Environment) -Insure management strategies
style & controls -Set priorities
are consistent with -Establish objectives
people expectations that relate to user
-Communications needs
-Management leadership -Institute strategic/
-Establish suitable operational planning
environment -Relate R&D to pro-
-Attitude surveys & duction/marketing
feedback
-Flexible work hours




6. A Key Role For Managers
Some observers of government programs view them as
facing an evaluation crises. A senior analyst of the
Federal Energy Administration, E. ¥. Sarfield, expresses:
Billions are being earmarked for new programs, and
pressures for evaluation are rising. At the same time,
complaints about ineffectiveness and wasted resources
are rising also. We are troubled by confusion over
methods and strategy by shortages of good evaluation,
and by indifference to research on the part of many
administrators and officials. (Sarfield, 1976, p. 33)
We could also profit from some advance knowledge about
how much change and stability we are facing in the next
decades. If change is going to accelerate, we need
freer and more imaginative studies; more resourceful-
ness and less mechanical following of traditional rules.
(p. 35)
There is need for better use of theory as a guide to
evaluation, and a need for long-range as well as short-
range strategies for evaluation. There is need to
encourage the development of a sound research tradition,
(p. 36)
The authors feel that the best interests of techno-
logy transfer (indeed the very spirit of it) will be served
if this chapter on performance evaluation and effectiveness
measurement is considered heuristic. Windows have been
provided to view some methods and techniques. When the
time comes for actual implementation, the best transfer will
be accomplished by face exchange with Center developers and
clients and current users of effectiveness evaluation
programs.
The value of a good program goes undisputed but the
test of sink-or-swim will depend on top management commit-
ment at the Regional Center.
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The key to productivity improvement is management.
Management's attitudes, actions, and personal example
pervades the organization and directly affects employee
attitudes, motivations and actions according to
the study, the greatest productivity improvement
results when management takes a systems approach,
emphasizing effective tradeoff decisions within the
activities where improvement is desired.
Study participants also feel that each organization
must probe its own ways of improving productivity.
Methods or practices that enhance productivity in
one organization may have little or no effect when
applied to another organization (Hughes Aircraft
Company, 1974, p. 5)
Center management must successfully solicit the
cooperation of source and user groups at the input and out-
put section of the transfer system and anticipate working
through the face of some discouragement.
When things go wrong . managers can retreat into
unproductive paper-pushing and marketers into even
more sophisticated testing schemes. In short, all
groups have means of disassociating themselves from
the innovative process. (Biller, 1975, p. 19)
It is reassuring that Bender's work with the Indus-
trial Research Institute concluded that many industrial
organizations were overwhelmingly satisfied with the effec-
tiveness programs that they initiated. In general
observation:
The variation in size, scope and orientation of the
programs indicated that there are no programs which
are better than others. This tends to support the
conclusion that enhancing creativity and productivity
is more an issue of attitude and style of management
than it is of technique. (Bender, 1975, p. 19)
A good deal of work has gone into thesis investi-
gation and presentation, but it seems evident that a thesis
package will not do the job of a Regional Center .
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Management is the key to success:
Do they want it?
Will they make a commitment to it?
Will they keep a balanced perspective?





A formal program for evaluation of effectiveness is
essential to long term success of Regional Centers for
Utilization and Transfer of Technology.
2. There are no standard "ready-to-wear" programs for
evaluating transfer performance.
3. Operations at a Regional Center are conceptually similar
to many commercial and public service operations for which
performance evaluation have been developed.
4. The transfer method is a cost-effective means of esta-
blishing an evaluation program, by selecting basic proven
evaluation systems and adapting them to fit the organization
and management style of the Regional Center.
5. Appropriate measures of the Center's output effectiveness
are: on a per unit cost basis for Center operation, maxi-
mize the number of successful transfers and dollar benefits
associated with clients use of transferred technology.
6. Effectiveness evaluation and performance measurement






A running list of organizations active in technology-
transfer was kept during the incubation period of the thesis,
Encounters came through literature review and personal
contacts. The list would not include every active TT organi-
zation because the search was not exhaustive. However, it
does serve to indicate the scale and broad scope of interest,




Center for Research on Utilization of Scientific Knowledge
Denver Research Institute
Stanford Research Institute
Public Technology Incorporated (PTI)
California Innovation Group
New England Innovation Group
San Diego Urban Observatory
Louisiana Technology Transfer Office
Center for Local Gov. Technology, Oklahoma State University
Productivity and Technical Application Lab, Georgia
Institute of Technology
DATRIX, University of Michigan
Western Research Application Center
Pennsylvania Technical Assistance Program (PENNTAP)
NEUS, Inc., Los Angeles, California
Delphi West
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia (DELMARVA) , Technology
Acquisition Unit-
National Governors Council on Science and Technology
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Model Interstate Scientific & Technical Information
Clearinghouse
Technology Assessment Board, Congress
Academy of Science
Academy of Engineering
Federal Council for Science & Technology
Control Data Corporation Technology Transfer
Carnegie Institution
Industrial Research and Extension Center, University of
Arkansas
International City Management Association, Report
Clearinghouse
Federal Laboratory Consortium for Technology Transfer
Department of Agriculture Extension Service
Department of Commerce
National Technical Information Service
Department of Defense
Environmental Protection Agency
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of Interior
Department of Justice
Energy Research and Development Agency
Department of Labor




National Academy of Public Administrators
Smithsonian Science Information Exchange
Naval Postgraduate School
National Center for Productivity and Quality of Working Life
Experimental Technology Incentives Program, National
Bureau of Standards
Committee on Economic Development






Government Industry Data Exchange Program
Technical Information Sources Center of Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce
Institute of Government Affairs, University of California,
Davis
Mississippi Office of Science and Technology
Documentation Associates, Los Angeles, California
Computerized Literature Searches, Santa Barbara, California
Dvorkovitz and Associates
Argonne National Laboratory - Technology Transfer Office
Australian Innovation Corp., Ltd.
Canadian Patents and Developments, Ltd.
Danish Invention Office
International Technology Transfer
National Swedish Board for Technical Development
National Research and Development Corporation of India
OAS - Department of Scientific Affairs-
Additionally: nearly every trade group, industry associa-
tion, and professional group or society participates in




MODELS OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Models are used to provide understandable images of
complex systems. They usually portray simplified relation-
ships. The technology transfer process has been viewed
and described in many ways but schematic models provide
one of the best ways of isolating, analyzing, and showing
inter-relationships between significant elements.
The following collection of technology transfer models
have been selected from literature or drawn in accordance
with the authors' concepts of the process. They are in-
cluded with the hope that they will stimulate and transfer
images beneficial to the understanding of the market for
technology, organizational elements required for transfer
and recognition of inputs, outputs, activities, and controls







Figure B-1 . SIMPLE MODEL OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
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Figure B-3. THE TECHNICAL TRANSFER PROCESS
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Figure B-5. THREE DIMENSIONAL TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER MODEL























































































BARRIERS TO FEDERAL LABORATORY
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
There are a considerable number of reasons why TT (the
actual acceptance and implementation of technology to new
uses) is not as easy as it would first appear. It is
frustrating for the transfer agent to find more-or-less off-
the-shelf technology that would fit a user's needs, yet some
barrier delays or prevents the completion of the transfer.
There may be a single cause but in all likelihood the fail-
ure is caused by a combination of barriers. If one underlying
reason can be given, it would be that the transfer process
heavily involves the capriciousness of human behavior and
the irrationality of resistance to change.
The transfer process and its associated barriers are
under continuous study by organizations such as the Denver
Research Institute (DRI)/ University of Denver and the Center
for Research on Utilization of Scientific Knowledge (CRUSK)/
University of Michigan (Havelock, 1973). In addition there
have been frequent government sponsored studies on the
subject (Federal Council for Science and Technology, 1974),
(Anuskiewicz, 1973), (Cole, 1973), Committee On Technology
Transfer and Utilization, 1974). A list of barriers is
assembled from these and other sources.
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COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF BARRIERS
THAT HINDER TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Organizational boundaries
Technical language - Communication coding
Funding - Budget
Unaware of available technology
Lack of technical skills
Risks of innovation
Lack of time - for decisions and implementation
Non-acceptance
Adaptation required
Linker agent overload or bypassed
Lack of change agent
Policy - no policy or policy restraints
Attitudes - behavioral change
Middleman image or "status"
Transiency - lack of continuity
Political solutions
Lack of motivation



















Pluralisms and duplications of effort
Lack of authority to commit resources
Lack of project orientation
Short term planning horizon
Difficulty recognizing or interpreting needs
Difficulty stating needs
Lack of analytical skills
Lack of performance and effectiveness measurement
In general, this list applies to all source/user combi-
nations. From this list, six primary barriers have been
identified (Federal Council for Science and Technology, 1974,
pp. 4-6).
- Policy inadequacies - the individual laboratory
managers are reluctant to "go out on a limb" to help local
government because of a lack of policy and official labora-
tory committment.
- Budget limitations - many of the federal laboratories
do not have a budget item specifically for TT, therefore,
it competes for both manpower and funds with the official
mission tasks of the laboratories.
- Conflicting priorities - the primary missions of the
laboratories come first, by definition.
- Statutory restrictions - the so-called Mansfield
Amendment specifies that the DOD R&D funds must be spent for
the national security mission.
- Technology adaption inadequacies - the practice of
adapting technology to a secondary use is outside the
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laboratories' mission responsibility and is frequently-
lacking or not developed.
- Information gaps - specific user needs are not known
to the laboratories and conversely the users don't know about
the laboratories' technology and capabilities.
There is a real need for improved systems for dissemina-
tion of technical information to both users and to the
general public. The clearinghouse function needs to be
provided. (Federal Council for Science and Technology, 1974,
p. 8). It seems to the authors that the call for a center
to facilitate the transfer of technology from federal
laboratories, primarily DOD laboratories, to local govern-




Synopsis of DOD Policy on Technology Transfer
Department of Defense (DOD) interest in TT can at least
be traced back to the technical information exchange activ-
ities of the early 1960' s. The DOD Scientific and Technical
Information Program and the DOD Production Engineering and
Logistics Information Program were established in 1962 under
management control of Director of Defense Research and
Engineering (DDR&E) and Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Installations and Logistics), respectfully (DOD Directive
5100.36, 1962). This directive established the basic policy
and concept for technical information exchange within the
technical community.
To ensure timely, effective and efficient conduct of
its missions, DOD will pursue vigorous, well-organized,
thoroughly coordinated, comprehensive technical infor-
mation programs. These programs will provide for the
interchange of technical information within DOD, be-
tween DOD and its contractors, between DOD and other
Federal agencies and their contractors, and between
DOD and the scientific and technical community to the
maximum extent permitted by security. . .
.
The basic purposes of such programs are to ensure
continuous and ready exchange of information and to
eliminate duplication of effort and resources. Trans-
fer of documents will be emphasized only as necessary
as a means to that end.
The program will be established as a coordinated
structure of generally decentralized information
activities operated and administered by the military
departments and other DOD components. In support of
this structure, provision will be made for centralized
documentation and "clearing house" functions as re-




Shortly thereafter, DDR&E issued the implementing DOD
Instruction 5129.4-3 "Assignment of Functions for the Defense
Scientific and Technical Information Program", 22 January
1963. Then in the following year, DDR&E established infor-
mation analysis centers to provide abstracting services to
the DOD community, other Federal agencies and their contrac-
tors (DOD INSTRUCTION 5100.45, 1964).
The secondary dissemination function was directed to the
Defense Documentation Center (DDC) whose users included
Federal government agencies, their contractors and grantees
(DOD INSTRUCTION 5100.38, 1965). Overall, this TT process
was restrictive and passive. Official operational liaison
between DDC and the Department of the Navy is established
through the Office of Naval Research (ONR) by the Navy-DDC
Liaison Committee (SECNAVINST 3900. 24A, 1965).
All unclassified, unlimited technical reports from DOD
are releasable by DDC to the National Technical Information
Service (NTIS) of the Department of Commerce (formerly the
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information)
NTIS specializes in federally generated or sponsored infor-
mation for business, science and urban affairs. It has
weekly abstracts concerning urban technology and problem-
solving information for State and local governments. Even
though this is again a passive TT process, it is judged to
be much more useful to State and local governments.
Serious consideration of TT from Federal laboratories to
the civilian economy has been accelerated in the 1970 f s. The
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Department of the Navy has been a prime mover in this effort
as evidenced "by the following policy statement (SECNAV INST.
5700.14).
Purpose . To establish a systematic and comprehensive
policy for the transfer of appropriate technology
developed by the Department of the Navy for national
defense purposes to the civilian sector and for the
identification and cooperative development of coming
technologies of both military and civilian interest.
Background . In all of these cases - and many others
not cited here - the action was undertaken on an
ad hoc and compartmentalized basis. Both the Depart-
ment of the Navy and the Nation can derive considerably
greater benefits if this activity is systematically
encouraged as a matter of policy.
Policy . It is the policy of the Department of the
Navy xo promote military-civilian technology transfer
and cooperative development on a systematic basis.
It will encompass (1) transfer of technology developed
by the Department of the Navy for national defense
purposes to the civilian sector where such technology
can be profitably utilized in non-military applications,
and (2) identification of coming technologies of both
military and civilian interest and the exploration of
feasibility for cooperative funding and/or develop-
ment of such technologies.
Action . The Assistant Secretary of the Navy (R&D) will
provide general guidance in military-civilian tech-
nology transfer and cooperative development and will
submit an annual report to the Secretary of the Navy
on accomplishments in this area. . . .All components of
the Department of the Navy shall cooperate in the
execution of the subject policy. This instruction is
implemented by a further instruction by the Chief of
Naval Operations (OPNAV INST. 5700.13, 1972).
Discussion . In this period of growing demands on
limited national resources, it is important to pursue
all avenues which will bring about more effective
utilization of available assets. By enclosure (1),
the Secretary of the Navy stated that, subject to the
general guidance of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy
to promote military-civilian technology transfer and
cooperative development, and assigned responsibility
for arranging implementation of this policy to the
Chief of Naval Operations.
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Responsibilities . The Chief of Naval Material shall
act for the CNO as the responsible agent for the
execution of military-civilian technology transfer
and cooperative development matters and shall:
Survey the existing activities and programs in tech-
nology transfer within the Department of the Navy and
provide supervision over, or coordination of, such
activities and programs, as appropriate.
Evaluate technology already developed and under devel-
opment by the Department of the Navy from the point of
view of its suitability for civilian application and
make the necessary arrangements to transfer technology
found suitable for this purpose.
Identify prospective technologies of both military and
civilian interest and explore the feasibility of their
cooperative funding and/or development with civilian
agencies of the U. S. Government and private concerns;
issue initial recommendations on how and by whom such
cooperative funding or development should be undertaken.
Establish liaison with government agencies, industrial
organizations, scientific and technological institu-
tions, and universities, for the purpose of obtaining
their cooperation and assistance in military-civilian
technology transfer and cooperative development.
Cooperate with and/or assist other organizations within
the DOD or on the national level in military-civilian
technology transfer, if and when organizations or poli-
cies for this purpose are established on the
aforementioned levels.
Serve as the clearing house for information within the
Department of the Navy on the subject of military-
civilian technology transfer and cooperative
development.
This policy is in turn implemented by the Chief of Naval
Material (NAVMAT INST. 5700.2, 1972).
Responsibilities the Chief of Naval Material has
been designated to act for the Chief of Naval Operations
in implementing the Navy's military-civilian technology
transfer and cooperative development policy. The Deputy
Chief of Naval Material (Development) is hereby desig-
nated the Director of Military-Civilian Technology
Transfer and Cooperative Development responsible to CNM
for the execution of this program.
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Since that time, a DOD Laboratory Consortium was formed
to coordinate non-defense work performed by the DOD labora-
4tories. The Deputy Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) has
endorsed the concept of a DOD Laboratory Consortium (Deputy
SECDEF Memorandum, 1972).
The Military Services are encouraged to participate in
this endeavor consistent with mission and legislative
constraints. The level of effort in any laboratory is
the prerogative of the cognizant Military Department
which may, in turn, issue more detailed policy guidance
as appropriate. Any Military Department policy shall
be subject to the following considerations:
The level of effort of the work undertaken shall be
such that it does not impede the accomplishment of the
missions of the Military Services and the defense
laboratories.
The projects selected for non-defense work shall be
compatible with the technological capability of the
laboratory performing the work.
Projects may be undertaken in support of federal, state
and local government organizations. Non-defense work
will be performed for the private industrial sector
only on an exception basis.
The full costs of projects undertaken shall be sup-
ported by transfer of funds through formal written
agreements.
Jointly sponsored projects are permitted when there is
also a direct application to a Military requirement.
The commitment of funds and resources to joint programs
shall be commensurate with the interest of each agency
in the project.
The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) shall
explore with the Office of Management and Budget means
for providing relief from any imposed manpower con-
straints to the extent of the DOD participation in
non-defense work.
The consortium has since been renamed the Federal




The following constraints were placed upon the operation
of the consortium (DDR&E Memorandum, 1974).
The expenditure of in-house effort in any one labora-
tory shall be limited to 3% of the professional man-
years at that laboratory unless expressed approval of
the parent Military Department is granted to exceed
this limit.
The DOD commitment to support the brokerage function
at the National Science Foundation shall not exceed
two man-years per year through FY 76, subject to the
continued willingness of the Military Departments to
absorb the costs.
In a recent General Accounting Office (GAO) study, they
concluded that the DOD's TT efforts were primarily passive
and that active efforts were constrained by:
Lack of policy guidance defining DOD's role in the
transfer process, in contrast with the roles of NASA
and the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) (now the Energy
Research and Development Administration) which had
legislation and formal policies encouraging transfers.
The interpretation by some DOD officials that the
Mansfield amendment prohibiting the expenditure of
DOD R&D funds for other than mission-related work
inhibited an active role.
DOD's concern that the use of staff to assist civil
agencies, even temporarily on a reimbursable basis,
might lead to reductions in authorized personnel ".
ceilings. (Fundingsland, 1976, p. 3).
As a point of contrast, agencies such as USDA, NASA, and
ERDA are committed to TT by their charters and enabling
legislation which specifically mandates them to disseminate
widely the results of their progress and to expedite their
commercial application. Commercialization of their R&D




Following a review of a GAO study of DOD TT efforts in
1972, the Director of Defense Research and Engineering
(DDR&E) issued the first formal DOD policy statement which
encouraged active TT within certain guidelines to assure
noninterference with the defense mission. However, the
Office of Manpower and Budget (OMB) rejected the GAO recom-
mendations for strengthening the DOD TT program. In
particular, they disagreed with the recommendation that TT
personnel be exempt from agency personnel ceilings (Fundings-
land, 1976, pp. 6, 7).
Among the several on-going studies by GAO concerning TT
is a review of agencies to determine the impact of personnel
ceilings and another is directed toward determining the
needs of State and local governments for federal assistance
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REGIONAL CENTER FUNCTIONS AND ACTIVITIES
For this appendix, the operations and activities of a
regional center for transferring technology are classified
functionally and then categorized by a flow process. The
flow process begins with an inventory of input items
involved in transfer operations, then lists center operations,
and concludes with market development activities.
Technology Transfer Inventory Requirements
Needs identification - inventory of problems.
Available technology - National and Regional profiles,
products, processes, services, facilities, soft-
ware.
Locations of Technology Centers - research and develop-
ment labs, test facilities, universities.
List technical experts - skills and volunteers.
Local resource audits - research mobilization.
Communicative network directory - organizations and
individuals (linkers).
Data base directory - memory for technologies, search,
collect, classify, coordinate, integrate, record,
catalog.
Intergovernmental personnel sharing directory.
Transferred project history - benefits and short comings.
Technology description listings - standards, specifi-
cations , ordinances , regulations
.
Program coordination directory.
Mailing list, telephone list.
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Regional Center Transfer Operations and Activities
Technology matching - problem/solution clearinghouse.
Link technology sources with users.
Implementation assistance - demonstrate, test, prototype,
adapt, package.
Technology analysis - risks, benefits, costs, impact,
feasibility, finance, economics, statistics.
Coordinate with Federal program.
Training.
Patent and license coordination arrangement.
Effective evaluation and performance audit.
Stimulate goal directed research to client needs.
Technology Market Development Activities
Technology presentations - workshops, seminars, confer-
ences, brochures.
Personal contacts - technology sources, users, sponsors.
Market analysis - product use, procurement, life,
distribution, market size, expected future, business
opportunity.
Market aggregation - common problem coordination.
Transfer barrier analysis.
Information media and public relations.
Awards, recognitions, incentives.
Client commitment and satisfaction appraisal.
Use and evaluate communicative networks.






INTERVIEWS WITH CITY MANAGERS
Informal interviews were conducted with city managers
and their staff in an effort to become better acquainted
with methods, procedures, and available data for measuring
effectiveness of project undertakings in local government.
A two-page interview form was employed to guide the
discussions. The first page was used as a basis for prompt-
ing conversation and general note-taking, with no analysis
contemplated. It provided helpful background and a lead-in
for a table to be filled out by the interviewee (second
page) . A sample copy of the interview questionnaire is
included in this appendix along with a copy of individual
responses to the table of questions about performance
measurement parameters used by the city.
Seven cities were contacted and six were willing to
respond to the table of questions. The city populations
ranged from 25,000 to 780,000. Geographically, the contacts
ranged from California's South Bay Area to the Mexican





MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE EFFECTIVENESS OF REGIONAL CENTERS
FOR UTILIZATION OF TECHNOLOGY * CITY PARTICIPATION
1 . Title Date
2. Population of your city?
3. Introduce the definition of innovation (card).
4. Would you consider your city innovative? (scale 1-9)
5. How many innovative projects last year?
6. Is there a central point of contact for innovative
projects in your city?
Who? Why? Position /Personality
Who else? Why? Position /Personality
How do they become informed? (formal documented/informal)
7. Are you aware of the linker concept and diagnostics?
Yes /No
Explain
8. Which department is your most innovative unit?















11 • Performance measurement parameters for use
in answer to the question: Is the city
(or regional center) doing a good job?
A. No. projects initiated/completed • • • •
B. Time to do the job
C. Meet objectives •••••.•••
D. $ benefits/^ costs
E. Effectiveness/I costs
F. No. of added employed/displaced • •
(J. Industrial/commerclal/residential growth
H. Inquiries/response time .....
I. Employee satisfaction/turnover •
J. Citizen satisfaction (gripes/compliments)
K. Activity reports ...
L. Planning reports ...
M. Sources of Funds ...
N. Do More for a given budget
0* Budget status • • • •
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This questionnaire was sent to 353 city managers,
representing the full membership of the League of California
Cities. The questions addressed three areas:
(1) The need for a Regional Center.
(2) The current status of technology transfer to
local government.
(3) The method of operation for such a center.
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City Managers Department June 1, 1976
League of California Cities
Dear Member;
The purpose of this letter is to request your assistance in a research
program concerning the use of new ideas and technology in cities. We have
reviewed this program with the President of the City Managers Department,
Wayne Wedin; and we have received helpful suggestions and encouragement from
the executive committee. You are now a part of the important State-wide
mailing to city managers and administrators.
Ideas and technology exist in federal laboratories and industry that
may be of value to your city. Examples might include advanced communication
equipment, public works equipment or products, budget and resource allocation
techniques or scheduling, inventory and computer application programs.
We are designing a Regional Center to help coordinate the use of tech-
nology, and your input will influence the design so that the center will be
responsive to your city's needs. This center will help state and local
governments put currently available technology to use by providing a central
point of contact for matching problems with solutions. The center will
coordinate with other organizations transferring technology such as NASA,
California Innovations Group, Public Technology Inc., and the Federal Lab-
oratory Consortium.
The proposed pilot program would involve California cities and be
initiated by a federal grant. We have enclosed a questionnaire concerning:
a. The need for such a center
b. The current status of technology transfer to your city
c. The method of operation of such a center
If any question seems foreign or has not provided a format to express
feelings or knowledge of circumstances that you think are important, let
us know by including your comments.
The questionnaire data will be analyzed in the aggregate and no indi-
vidual response will be identified with a particular city. All responses
will be treated confidentially.
The series of questions should take but a few minutes to answer and
we thank you for your cooperation.
^ —'— ' - ' -^»———^——— ^———«,

QUESTIONNAIRE
CITIES $ TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Please provide answers as you think they apply to your city.
2. Most of the questions have a rating scale one-to-nine,
where (1) represents strongly disagree or a low rating and
(9) represents strongly agree or a high rating. Select a
number that you feel is appropriate and enter it in the box
associated with the question. Please provide a number for all
questions except those that require a written comment.
3. Feel free to make comments on any question where it would
clarify your answer.
4. As a matter of clarification, consider innovations and
utilization of technology to consist of: (1) providing new
public services, or (2) using new types of products and equip-
ment, or (3) instituting new procedures; with expectations of
some significant benefit such as reduced cost, better service,
or more production.
5. The success of this research effort depends upon your
response. In order to meet the research requirement and fed-
eral grant deadline, please return the completed questionnaire









City Need For Technological Exchange
I feel that federal laboratories and industry have
new ideas, products or services that would be




My city keeps informed about potentially useable,




My city should place more emphasis on being




Cities need a regional center or clearinghouse where
stated problems are matched with available solutions,
such a regional center would act as a focal point tor
coordination with other organizations to exchange
technology and innovations
D
9-11 The most valuable sources of new ideas for city operations
and public service delivery have come from: (e.g. another
city, universities, your own city, industry, federal govern-









1 - to - 9
Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree
12. Your city would value the services of a center
that was recognized for linking the best sources __.
of technology with potential users
II. Your City's Involvement With Innovation
13. Your city has a satisfactory process for setting
and recording short term goals and objectives «—
.
(one year or less) . .
14. Your city has a satisfactory process for setting
and recording long term goals and objectives . ,
(two years or more J . . . .
15. Your city has data available that shows actual . .
achievements with reference to goals
16. Your city finds it difficult to state problems
and requirements in a way that promotes accurate







17. Your city is under pressure to try new approaches ,
for more efficient and effective public services
18. The pressure comes from
19-21 The primary constraints in finding and using new ideas in your city
are: (e.g. funds, city acceptance, risk, knowing whats








22-23 In how many cases has your city used new technology or ideas,
expecting significant benefits?
22. In the past five years
23. Last yeary SCALE
1 - to - 9
Low High
24. Rate the success of your city's innovative
experiences (use of new ideas , technology)
25. Rate your city's use of techniques to measure
benefits or effectiveness of new or on-going programs
(e.g. benefit/cost ratio, economic analysis, payback . .
period , cost effectiveness , etc)
26. Rate your city's procedures for evaluating .
new ideas
III. City Preferences For Regional Center Operations
27-33 Should a regional center become available, please rate the
following services in terms of potential value to your city:
27. Short term education and training i i
related to city problems
28. Clearinghouse service for matching
j
problems with available solutions
29. Access to major data exchange services
n30. Focus for multi-city cooperation andidea exchange on common problems. .
31. Coordinate and aggregate individual city
demands for products and services so that
the collective demand yields required




1 - to - 9
Low High
32. Track and coordinate federal policy,
requirements , and programs
33. Assistance in quantifying city problems
and evaluating new ideas
34. What is the most valuable service that
the center could provide to your city?
35-37 The technology exchange process is best accomplished
through person-to-person contact. Recognizing that
the cities are usually both shorthanded and constrained
by funding, how workable are the following ideas:
35. A city employee would temporarily work
at the center on a multidisciplined team
solving a particular problem of interest
. .
to your city
36. A center employee (local agent concept) r~~5
would spend time working at the city
37. City/center personnel exchange; ie, a city
employee would temporarily work at the
center and the center would have a temp-
orary replacement available for the city
38. How urgent is the need for a regional center for
consolidating the transfer of technology?
39. If it can be shown that your city will benefit sig-
nificantly from the utilization of such a regional
center, rate the idea of your city paying half the
direct cost for services actually rendered (center
would pick up all the indirect costs plus half the
direct costs)
40. What do you think would be the appropriate split for






41. Your city's current population:
Less than 10,000 10,001 to 30,000 30,001 to 50,000
50,001 to 100,000 100,001 to 300,000
300,001 to 1,000,000 Greater than 1,000,000
42. Your position or title:
43. Total years of service at this level, with your city and/or
other cities:
44. Characterize your city into ONE of the following basic categories
Largely Residential
Heavy Industry








HISTOGRAMS OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
The questionnaire returns were statistically analyzed
by use of the computer program Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS). The frequency of response to each
of the forty-four questions is plotted on separate












































. I feel that federal laboratories and industry have new
ideas, products or services that would be valuable to
my city.




































2. My city keeps informed about potentially useable,
current developments and innovations from Federal
Laboratories.








































3. My city keeps informed about potentially useable,
current developments and innovations from Private
Industry.











































4. My city keeps informed about potentially useable,
current developments and innovations from Other Cities.








































5. My city should place more emphasis on being informed
about current developments from Federal Laboratories.
Mean = 6.1 Mode = 7 Std Dev = 2.4
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VARQ6 SHOULD BE SETTER INFORMED ON INDUSTRY
CODE
I




































6. My city should place more emphasis on being informed
about current developments from Private Industry.
Mean = 6.7 Mode = 9 Std Dev = 2.1
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VAR07 SHOULD 8E BETTER INFORMED ON OTHER CITY
CODE
I



































7. My city should place more emphasis on being informed
about current developments from Other Cities.











































8. Cities need a regional center or clearinghouse where
stated problems are matched with available solutions,
such a regional center would act as a focal point for
coordination with other organizations to exchange
technology and innovations.
Mean = 6.9 Mode = 9 Std Dev = 2.4
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9. The most valuable sources of new ideas for city
operations and public service delivery have come from:
(e.g. another city, universities, your own city,




VAP10 SECONDARY SOURCE OF IDEAS
CODE
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10. The most valuable sources of new ideas for city
operations and public service delivery have come from:
(e.g. another city, universities, your own city,














































11. The most valuable sources of new ideas for city
operations and public service delivery have come from:
(e.g. another city, universities, your own city,









































12. Your city would value the services of a center that
was recognized for linking the best sources of tech-
nology with potential users.
Mean =7.0 Mode a 9 Std Dev =2.0
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VAR13 SATISFACTORY WRITTEN GOALS-SHORT TERM
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13. Your city has a satisfactory process for setting and
recording short term goals and objectives (one year
or less)
.
Mean = 6.2 Mode = 7 Std Dev = 2.3
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VARta SATISFACTORY WRITTEN GOALS-LONG TERM
CODE
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14. Your city has a satisfactory process for setting and
recording long term goals and objectives (two years
or more)
.






































15. Your city has data available that shows actual
achievements with reference to goals.
Mean =4.6 Mode = 1 Std Dev = 2.6
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VAR16 DIFFICULTY STATING PROBLEMS FQR ACTION
CODE
I

































16. Your city finds it difficult to state problems and
requirements in a way that promotes accurate communi<
cations and ready analysis (e.g. quantified details,
priorities, etc.).











































17. Your city is under pressure to try new approaches for
more efficient and effective public services.











RESSURE TO INNOVATE COMES FROM



































































19. The primary constraints in finding and using new ideas
in your city are: (e.g. funds, city acceptance, risk,
knowing what is available, technical skills, adaptation,
etc.) - First Choice.
230

VAR20 SECONDARY CONSTRAINT ON INNOVATION
CODE
I









































20. The primary constraints in finding and using new ideas
in your city are: (e.g. funds, city acceptance, risk,
knowing what is available, technical skills, adaptation,














































21 . The primary constraints in finding and using new ideas
in your city are: (e.g. funds, city acceptance, risk,
knowing what is available, technical skills, adaptation,

































22. In how many cases has your city used new technology or
ideas, expecting significant benefits, in the past five
years?




































23. In how many cases has your city used new technology or
ideas, expecting significant benefits, last year?
Mean = 2.3 Mode 2 Std Dev =1.0
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=24 SUCCESS OF CITY INNOVATIVE EXPERIENCES
CODE
I

































24. Rate the success of your city's innovative experiences
(use of new ideas, technology).
Mean = 5.9 Mode = 7 Std Dev = 2.1
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25 USE OF TECHNIQUES TO MEASURE PROGRAMS
CODE
I






























25. Rate your city's use of techniques to measure benefits
or effectiveness of new or on-going programs (e.g.
benefit/cost ratio, economic analysis, payback period,
cost effectiveness, etc.).
Mean = 4.7 Mode 5 Std Dev = 2.3
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2b RATING OF NEW IOEA EVALUATION PROCEDURES
CODE
I























10 20 30 UO 50
26. Rate your city's procedures for evaluating new ideas.
Mean =4.9 Mode = 5 Std Dev = 2.1
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=?27 SNORT TERM TRAINING ON CITY PBQ9LEHS
CODE
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27. Should a regional center become available, please rate
the following service in terms of potential value to
your city: Short term education and training related
to city problems.
Mean = 5.9 Mode - 7 Std Dev = 2.4
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AR28 MATCHING PROBLEMS WITH SOLUTIONS
CODE
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28. Should a regional center become available, please rate
the following service in terms of potential value to
your city: Clearinghouse service for matching problems
with available solutions.
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29. Should a regional center become available, please rate
the following service in terms of potential value to
your city: Access to major data exchange services.















GCUS FOR MULTI-CITY COOPERATION
*** (
LOw
























30. Should a regional center become available, please rate
the following service in terms of potential value to
your city: Focus for multi-city cooperation and idea
exchange on common problems.













































31. Should a regional center become available, please rate
the following service in terms of potential value to
your city: Coordinate and aggregate individual city
demands for products and services so that the collective
demand yields required products and lower prices.










































32. Should a regional center become available, please rate
the following service in terms of potential value to
your city: Track and coordinate federal policy,
requirements, and programs.








































33. Should a regional center become available, please rate
the following service in terms of potential value to
your city: Assistance in quantifying city problems and
evaluating new ideas.
Mean = 6.1 Mode = 7 Std Dev =2.3
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VAR3U HOST VALUABLE CENTER SERVICE
CODE
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34. What is the most valuable service that the center






































35. The technology exchange process is best accomplished
through person-to-person contact. Recognizing that the
cities are usually both shorthanded and constrained by
funding, how workable is the following idea: A city
employee would temporarily work at the center on a
multidisciplined team solving a particular problem of
interest to your city.











































36. The technology exchange process is best accomplished
through person-to-person contact. Recognizing that the
cities are usually both shorthanded and constrained by
funding, how workable is the following idea: A center
employee (local agent concept) would spend time working
at the city.







































37. The technology exchange process is best accomplished
through person-to-person contact. Recognizing that the
cities are usually both shorthanded and constrained by
funding, how workable is the following idea: City/
center personnel exchange; ie, a city employee would
temporarily work at the center and the center would
have a temporary replacement available for the city.
Mean = 5.4 Mode = 5 Std Dev = 2.6
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VAR38 URGENCY OF NEED FOR CENTFR
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38. How urgent is the need for a regional center for
consolidating the transfer of technology?







































39. If it can be shown that your city will benefit signi-
ficantly from the utilization of such a regional center,
rate the idea of your city paying half the direct cost
for services actually rendered (center would pick up all
the indirect costs plus half the direct costs)
.















































40. What do you think would be the appropriate split for
funding the center's operation (city's share/center's
share)?







































41. Your city's current population.





























































43. Total years of service at this level, with your city
and/or other cities.












































44. Characterize your city into ONE of the following basic
categories: Largely Residential, Heavy Industry, Light
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